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THE ORIGINS OF CIVILIZATION 1 

By Professor JAMES HENRY BREASTED 

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 

LECTURE ONE 

FROM THE OLD STONE AGE TO THE DAWN OF CIVILIZATION 

L' INN lEUS was the first natural scientist to find a place for 
man in the natural system. There is an enormously long 

stage in the career of man when the study of him is obviously 
the task of the natural scientist. Much of the work of the 
anthropologist and psychologist is properly classed as natural 
science. At a certain stage in the development of man, how
ever, we begin to call the study of him and his works archeol
ogy, history, philology, art and literature-lines of study which 
we sharply differentiate from natural science. I have often 
wondered what there is unnatural about man. If it could be 
demonstrated that the pterodactyl was gregarious, built towns, 
made pottery, carried on industry and commerce, and ldt be
hind written records, I fancy that we should still call the study 
of him paleontology and not divorce it from natural science. 

It has been a source of great gratification to the writer that 
in the William Ellery Hale lectures on Evolution, the career of 
man has been regarded as a part of the course ofrnature. The 
protoplasm is indeed a long way from the idea of liberty and the 
chimpanzee may antedate by millions of years the conception of 
social justice, but the transition from the stage of biological to 
that of social processes is a gradual one, even though we readily 
recognize that man has finally risen to many qualities and ideas 
which transcend matter and can not be placed under the micro
scope or weighed in the chemist's balances. 

1 Delivered before the Nationa l Academy of Sciences in Washington, 
D. C., April 28 and 29, 1919, as the seventh series of lectures on the Wil
liam Ellery Hale Foundation. 
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The archeologist depends on stratification just as the geolo
gist does. He dates his strata not only by superposition, but 
also by the artifacts contained in them, precisely as the geolo
gist dates his strata by the fossils they contain. As we all 
know, the prehistoric archeologist and the geologist work side 
by side, and each gladly accepts the other's results. This asso
ciation brings us orientalists into intimate relations with nat
ural science, for we carryon the work of research in the Near 
Orient, having, on the one hand, early prehistoric man preced
ing ancient Oriental civilization, and, on the other hand, historic 
Europe following the ancient Orient. The early Oriental civili
zations thus occupy a place between the remote savagery of 
prehistoric Europe and the civilized career of historic Europe 
beginning in Greece and Italy. 

My distinguished predecessors have carried the progressive 
development of matter through the origins of life and its evolu
tion to ever higher forms, and have thus finally reached the 
early stages of the first implement-fashioning creature, which 
we call man. He has been followed by means of the trail of 
stone implements which he began to leave behind him, through 
the successive advances and . retreats of the ice in the glacial 
epoch, oscillating like the pendulum of a vast geological clock, 
and thus measuring for us in large and still unprecise periods 
the several hundred thousand years of the discernible human 
career. 

In the long struggle with the hostile forces of nature about 
him, the savage European hunter of the Paleolithic Age had 
slowly advanced through successive improvements of his 
weapons and tools of stone, bone, horn, ivory and wood, until 
the final retreat of the ice some seven or eight thousand years 
before the Christian era (Fig. 1). In spite of the remarkable 
progress which he had made and his surprising achievements 
in art, as illustrated in the wonderful cave paintings of southern 
France and northern Spain, it is evident that his general prog
ress had been retarded as contrasted with the development of 
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the hunters of the Paleolithic Age on the south side of the 
Mediterranean. It is a natural conclusion that the retarding 
force was the recurring cold and ice by which Europe was so 
long beset, while the south side of the Mediterranean was en
joying far more genial conditions. It will therefore be ne:es
sary for us to investigate what was going on in northern AfrIca, 
long before the last glaciation of Europe had retreated. ~he 
presence of the great African mammals in glacial Europe, hke 
the southern elephant (Elephas meridionalis ) whose bones are 
found on the high terraces of the Seine and the Eure ninety 
feet above the present river level, demonstrates the connection 
of Europe with Africa in that distant age. Both at Gibraltar 
and through Sicily the great European peninsulas of the west
ern Mediterranean were united with Africa by land (Fig. 2). 

Just as the wild creatures crossed these land bridges from 
Africa to Europe and back again, so must the men who hunted 
them have done. The dispersion of the art of chipping flint 
implements throughout the contiguous areas of the two conti
nents was a matter of course. Let it be clearly stated, however, 
that this unquestionable fact does not carry with it the conclu-

I<'!G. 2. MAP 01' INTRa·or,AcrAL EUllOPE. (After Geikie.) Showing lnndbridges be
tween western Europe and Africa. 
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sion that the stages of prehistoric culture on both sides of the 
Mediterranean necessarily kept even pace with each other, and 
were therefore always contemporaneous. This we know was 
not true as between North and South America; neither was 
it true of prehistoric Africa and Europe. When the European 
Stone Age hunters received metal in the iEgean area about 
3000 B.C., it was a thousand years before it had crossed Europe 
to Scandinavia and the British Isles. To speak of Mousterian 
flints found in Siberia as necessarily contemporary with those 
of France, is as absurd as to make Verestchagin, the Russian 
painter, contemporary with Titian. 

The existence of North African man in European glacial 
times has been clearly demonstrated. The flint implements 
which he wrought have been found, still lying in strata of 
quaternary age in Algiers." In the caves of Gafsa in Tunis 
Schweinfurth has also found flints of Paleolithic type, but not 
in stratifications or with a fauna which demonstrates their un
questionable Paleolithic age.3 In the same region, furthermore, 
Schweinfurth has found artifacts of even pre-Chellean types, 
lying in deposits of coarse conglomerate (nageljluh or "pou
dingue " Fr.), which the discoverer concludes were of early 
quaternary date. He found 411 pieces, some of which he classi
fies as Eoliths and everything else as Chellean or pre-Chellean.4 

These early Stone Age hunters of North Africa have left 
more than their stone implements to tell of their existence along 
the southern shores of the Mediterranean. In Algiers they 
carved in the natural rock faces rude drawings of the animals 
they were daily pursuing. One of these prehistoric drawings 
(Fig. 3) shows us the Bubalus antiquus, or ancient buffalo, a 
creature presumably of quaternary age in this region. This 
again demonstrates the presence of Paleolithic hunters in North 
Africa." 

It is evident that the Sahara desert during the age repre
sented by such remains, must have been a fertile region, with 
productive soil and plentiful precipitation. This continued 
until the latter part of the glacial epoch; but in the last glacia
tion of Europe the climate along the Nile at least, was nearer 
that of to-day. Graffiti and Neolithic remains in the western 

2 See Boule, L' Antht'opologie, 13, 1902, pp. 109-110, against Forbes, 
Bull. Liverpool Mus., III., 1901, No.2. 

'1 Schweinfurth, Zeitschr. f. Ethn. , 39, 1907, pp. 899-915. 
4 Schweinfurth, ibid., 39, 1907, pp. 137-181. 
" Pomel, L'Anthropologie, XL, also Obermaier, "Mensch der Vorzeit," 

p. 168. 
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Sahara would indicate its habitability, however, in time rela
tively recent, as the Neolithic of this region seems to have con
tinued almost down to modern times.G Gautier concludes that 
the changes here have not been due to alteration of the climate 
during the last ,two thousand years, but to desiccation caused 
by dunes, cutting off the Sudan from the Sahara, and resulting 
in its absorption by the Berbers from the north. 

The probabilities certainly are that fertile conditions in the 
Sahara during the major portion of the Pleistocene permitted 
the distribution of the Paleolithic hunters from Algiers to the 

F'.IG. H. HOCK UIUFFITO OP 'J'HE "~[LD H'CFF.\LO (JJlfbal'lf~ ,·lntiquII8J L~ ALGIEHS. 

('I11,\,('d hy pt' i:' lIis1ol'l C ilnntel's in 1h(' Pnl;poli'"ll ic Ag\' . (.\ftt-' l' l'OtlW1.1 

Nile. But the Nile of that period offers a geological history 
whi,ch we must have in mind, because it went hand in hand with 
the career of man in northeastern Africa. 

During or just before the formation of the lower levels of 
the Upper Pliocene, while the Mediterranean coast line was at 
the site of later Cairo, two extensive fractures occurred, vary
ing from 7 to 24 km. apart. They extended southward from 
the coast some four hundred miles to the vicinity of Keneh, 
forming what is called a "block fault" in the earth's crust. 
As the block between the fractures sank it formed a great rift 

G E. F. Gautier, L' Anthropologie, 18 (1907), pp. 37-68, 314-332. 
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Blanckenhorn . ) 
(Af ter 

or trench, stretching from the sea shore at the site of modern 
Cairo in latitude 30° N., to Keneh in latitude 26 ° 7' N. (Fig. 4). 
The entire rift is in the Eocene limestone. Other more local 
faults of varying origin carried the rift above Thebes south of 
which (at Gebelen) it narrows. Measured along its bends the 
en~ire trench is almost 450 miles long. (Railway distance from 
CaIro to Luxor is 416 miles, and Gebelen is over 17 miles above 
Luxor.) 

As Blanckenhorn, to whom we chiefly owe these facts has 
shown,7 the rift was open to the sea, which entered and ~ene
trated as far south as Dahaibe, then about ninety miles from 
the sea shore. Here must have been for a time the earliest 
mouth of th~ Nile. But this was much later. The intrusion of 
the sea fell In the transition from the upper Middle Pliocene to 

7 ~lanckenhorn, "Geschichte des Nil-Stroms," in Z eitschrift der Ge
sell. fur E r'dkunde, 1902, pp. 694-722 and 753-762. 
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the lower Upper Pliocene. It was contemporaneous with the 
beginning of increased precipitation in the Upper Pliocene, fol
lowed by the rainy transition period from the Pliocene to the 
Pleistocene, which Hull has called the Pluvial Period. 

The narrow connection of the new Egyptian fjord with the 
sea was early largely blocked and the rapidly gathering fresh 
water of the east and northeast African drainage soon filled the 
rift and formed a large lake or series of lakes stretching from 
the region of Thebes to the sea. Into this lake or lakes plentiful 
streams flowed from east and west, carrying into the great 
trench extensive masses of conglomerates, gravels, marls, lime
stones, etc., which covered the bottom of the trench, and formed 
also in massive terraces of alternating limestone and indurated 
gravel along the walls of the rift (Fig. 5). 

The characteristic fossil contained in these deposits is the 
lacustrine mollusc Melanopsis, the period of whose prevalence 
in this region seems to correspond to the already climatically 
cooled Upper Pliocene and Early Pleistocene especially of the 
first glaciation in Europe. This is at least the current and 
probable hypothesis. Accepting this probability, the earliest, 
that is to say the lacustrine, terraces of the Egyptian trench be
long to late Pliocene and early Pleistocene times. 

In the immediately succeeding drier period, corresponding 
to one of the early glacial periods (perhaps the first Inter
Glacial), the Nile stream for the first time appeared in this 
Egyptian rift. From this time on, river terraces were formed 
along its banks, though in relatively limited extent. Two of 
these river terraces can be discerned between the lacustrine 
terrace above and the alluvium below. The higher river terrace 
is from 6 to 30 m. (along its lower edge) above the level of the 
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alluvium; the loweT is only 9 to 10 m: above the alluvium. The 
lower of the two is not everywhere observable or distinguish
able, for like the typical Nile alluvium it also is made up of Nile 
mud, sand and fine gravel, without any coarse rubble, and it 
emerges as a more or less wide, gentle slope along the edge of 
the cultivated land, and is therefore not sharply distinguished 
from the latter. 

The fauna of these Pleistocene deposits is confined as a rule 
to shells of fresh-water molluscs still living in the Nile. To 
these may be added only one extinct variety, the Unio Schwein
jUTthi (Martens). Very few remains of mammals have been 
found in deposits of this age, but they include buffalo horns and 
teeth of the hippo and elephant, while the marly lake deposits 
of the Fayum have yielded teeth, hoofs and leg bones of the 
horse. With these was also found the mandible of a man, later 
unfortunately lost. A comparison of this fauna with that of 
Syria has led Blanckenhorn to the conjecture, if not to the con
clusion that in these southern lands, especially Egypt, there did 
not develop a pleistocene fauna analogous to that of glacial 
Europe-as if the climatic conditions, at leas:t in the later 
Pleistocene, the time of prehistoric man, were not so different 
from those of to-day as in glaciated Europe. 

After the formation of the two river terraces shown in the I 
I 
i 
~ 
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cross section (Fig. 5), the Nile began laying down the present 
alluvial floor of the valley. For the deposit of this deep stratum 
of alluvium, varying from some thirty feet in d: pth at T.hebes 
to over a hundred or even over a hundred and t?Irt~ feet III the 
Delta it is evident that the relatively brief penod SIllce the re
treat 'Of the ice in Europe was quite insufficient. Blanckenhorn 
es,timates that the lower half of the clayey sands a~d sandy 
clays forming so much of the Nile alluvium was deposIted dur-
ing the last glacial period of Europe. . 

To summarize, it will be seen that the geology of t~e NIle 
valley, in so far as it bears on the age of man there: dIsplays 
f h · f . ds· I The Lacustrine Terraces (= Phoceneand our c Ie peno . ., Gl 
First Glacial?) ; II., The Upper River Terra~e (= S~co~d. a-

. I?) . III The Lower River Terrace (= ThIrd GlacIal.) , IV., cIa., ., . . ( P t 
The Alluvium, Lower (= Fourth GlaCIal), Upper = os-
Glacial ?) . . ) 

In v~ew of the probability that the Lacustrine (Mel~noPsIs 
stage reaches over into the First Glacial, and the certamty t~at 
the lower Alluvium reaches back into the ~ourth ~r Last GlaCIal 
it is tempting to make the Second and ThI~d GlaCIal correspond 
respectively to the two River Terraces (FIg. 6). Th~ f our ~la
cial ages would then be parallel with the ,four mam peno~s 
disclosed by the Nile deposits. These geOIOgICa~ parallels are. III 
no sense vital to this presentation, however, WIth the exceptIOn 
of the conclusion, clearly demonstrated by Blanckenhorn, that 

FIG. 7. rrf-IE KU.E VALU;:Y ALLtJYHD( AT Sll. T, s een fro m on f.) of t h e lowe:,' river 
tel'l'HCes. 

Ii 
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F IG. S. 'L' Jm Nn.E VAT.LBY AJ,T.UVI UM AT SI eT, WI TH HIVER TERRACE I X F OHEGROU"D. 

(Photograph by UDdel'wood & Underwood.) 

the Lower Alluvium corresponds to the European Fourth 
Glacial. 

Turning now to the Nile valley as we find it to-day, the view 
of Siut in Fig. 7 furnishes a characteristic prospect across the 
black alluvial floor of the Nile valley from the distant cliffs in 
the east, to the western cliffs from which the photograph is 
taken. As we step back up the slope, we include within the 
range of the camera one of the lower river terraces seen in the 
foreground of Fig. 8. Again the cliffs near Der el-Bahri at 
Thebes display characteristic formations of the Lacustrine Ter
races, above those of the river (Fig. 10). 

These terraces are clearly correlated in a geological map of 
the western cliffs of Thebes by Schweinfurth (Fig. 9). The 
band below shows the extent of the cultivated land, the allu
vium; the next band above it represents the river terrace, pre
sumably the upper, the lower disappearing at this place, while 
the uppermost band shows the situ3!tion of the lacustrine ter
races. According to Blanckenhorn, it will be recalled, these 
lacustrine deposits, chamcterized by the fossil mollusc Melan
opsis, were laid down in late Pliocene-early Pleistocene times; 
the upper levels therefore may belong in ,the First Glacial 
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Period of Europe. At that time the Sahara .pl~teau was habi
table, and discoveries of Schweinfurth wo.uld m~lcate that ~ro~~ 
ably as ear ly as the European F irst GlaCIal Pen.od, men a ~ 
produce flint implements lived along the margm of the cliffs, 
above the lake here at Thebes. 

If Schweinfurth is correct the rude artifacts produced b.y 
these men were carried by the drainage from the shores of theIr 
plateau dwellings into the lake, where they are now er,nbedded 
deep in the lacustrine terraces below the brow of the cliffs. He 

FIG. t) GEOLOO ICAL M.\I' OF \Y ES'£E« i\ TIlEBES. (By Scbweinful'tb. ) 
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( A ( tel' Srhweinfllrth , ) 

has found them below several alternate strata of limestone and 
indurated gravel, which have collected some fifty feet or more 
above the artifacts (Fig. 10). 

One form believed by Schweinfurth to have been produced 
by the hand of man displays the familiar" bulb of percussion" ; 
while the edges show evidences of secondary flaking (Fig. 11). 
The fact that this region was never visited by the ice, makes it 
more probable that such flints were produced by man, in the 
absence of the grinding, the pressure and other forces of the 
ice, to which the European "eoliths" were subjected. 

However this may be, it is certain that far back in the 
European GlaC'ial Age the North African plateau was inhabited 
as we have already seen. Inhospitable as .the stretches of the 
desert along the Nile valley now look, they were once the home 
of man. These early plateau hunters have left traces of their 
presence other than their flint weapons. In 1906 a native at 
Abu Simbel in northern Nubia assured me that he could take 
me out into the Sahara to an unknown temple of which so many 
vague reports had reached arch€ologis,ts that it had long been 
known to us as "the lost temple." Several hours march from 
the Nile, far out in the western desert, we did indeed find it 
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(Fig. 12). It proved to be a natural rock formation, with a 
door wrought also by nature, and alongside the door the. records 
which the natives had reported as inscriptions prov.ed mterest
ing enough. Here were carved two boats, two gIr~ifes, two 
ostriches and a number of smaller animals. The. g.Iraife ~as 
been extinct in Egypt from very remote times, and It IS possIb.le 
that the hunters of Pleistocene Age have left these records m 

the Sahara. l'if b h' d th 
Just above Thebes along the crest of the CIS e m e 

King's Tombs (Fig. 13), these early hu~ters had a number ~f 
workshops, and here worked flints are stIll scattered so plen~l
fully that there are stretches kilometers long, where ~ne lIt
erally walks on artifacts, and it is difficult to find a pIece of 
flint produced by nature. The date ?f artifacts· found thus 
lving on the surface is not to be determmed by the sh~pe, work-

v h' d type alone. Fortunately these same artIfacts may mans Ip an d' t "'t 
also be stratigraphically dated in the imme Ia e VIcmI y. 

F IG, 11. HUMAN ARTU'ACT FOUND WITH MANY OTHERS BY S CHWEINFURTH IN THE 

LAC USTRINE T ERRACES OF THE NILE Ru'T, They la y sO,me ~fty f eet below 

tbe' sut'face, at t he point marked w ith a cross 111 FIg, 10, 
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As the great Egyptian lake shrank and the earliest Nile 
cUl'~ent began to move northward in the old bed of the lake, the 
dralll~ge of the l~tter p~rt of the Pluvial Period carried large 
masse~ of the neIghbonng rock rubbish into the valley, and 

FIG, 1 fl , 1'HP; IIFTn]l'r s (1' . , , f<. 
\" '~ '" _ . ' _ . ~ j. I. ITh , .\T1.\lIA I r... .\'l'EATJ .\Bon·:: T1 JEHES. Ext(?llsiy€, llint 

"\ OJ kxl w PR 0 1 1)1l ;1{ (l l'l tlt r.f :l g'(' li il\' (' IH'P}) f01ll1(1 lying on tIlt> :-I lIl'f <l(:(-' of 111(' }Jliltt'.I II. 
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these materials helped to form the Upper River Terrace. They 
carried down with them numbers of the flint artifacts already 
lying on the plateau) and these early works of man are now 
found embedded in the conglomerate and indurated gravels of 
the Upper River Terrace. They were first noticed by Gen. Pitt
Rivers as far back as 1881, at a spot marked with a cross by 
Schweinfurth on his map (Fig. 9) near the mouth of the wadi 
called el-Wad iyen (" the two wadis") north of Seti I's Temple 
of Kurna, on the road to the Kings' Tombs. 

Little attention was paid to Pitt-Rivers' discovery ; but over 
twenty years later Schweinfurth placed its correctness beyond 

F it; . ' .. 1. H I)\'j\:- I :I';W\ TO '\ 11t ( ' iI( ' HT I\: SiI\\" \ .\ :-; "~.\J·\T EI. - LEB}; S. " III 11ll' vol) -

g I tJllWl';l i'e wa lls of t h is COUl't ;I I' tif:lt:ts: en l'l'i Nl dow n h y t h e dl'<l in;lg;~ in Itl ej~toC(jll e 
nllws "f rom I"l1t, platean ;lh()y(! ll:l YP h p i'n fo und. ( Ph otograph h y kh)(ln e:-3 s of "-:"in lotk. ) 

all doubt. H e found artifacts embedded in the strata of this 
river terrace at Kurna all along th e lower end of the Wadiyen, 
an d likewise in the neighboring large courts of the E gyptian 
tombs here. These courts are some 75 m. square, open on one 
side and with about twenty-five tomb doors cut in each of the 
rema' ning three sides (Fig. 14). 

The investigations of Winlock of the Metropolitan Museum 
have made it extremely probable tha,t these large courts and 
their arrangements belong to the Eleventh Dynasty (2160-
2000 B.C.) ; that is to say they are over four thousand years old. 
The entire court and the tombs the doors of which are visible in 
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F'I G. lG. U.IVE It T EHH.\CE .-\ LOXG T H E ;\lLE .\ 'l' 'I"JlEHES . H ere the platea u hun
t ers lived wlw n t h"y s hifted fro m the p lntonu down intu t il e ~ile Wft. (Photograph 
ll,' Cndenvood & l·nderwood.) 

Fig. 14 were therefore excavated from a conglomerate or 
"nagelfluh" formation, hard enough for such excavation over 
four thousand years ago. Here are thousands of square yards 
of wall surface embedded in which large numbers of flint arti
facts may be found. It requires considerable effort with cold 
chiselaY,ld hammer to disengage these works of early man, thus 
embedded in a late rock formation. 

The materials of which this conglomerate is composed show 
clearly that they came from the neighboring heights; and their 
situation at the lower end of a wadi leading down from the 
plateau leads to the same conclusion. Finally the artifacts con
tained in the formation are of the same types and workmanship 
as those found still lying on the plateau. The remains of man 
found in this terrace belong therefore to the plateau culture, 
and to a period of that culture long antedating the formation of 
the terrace. 

When the Theban river terrace containing these artifacts 
was forming (compare Fig. 5), the earliest Nile was at least 15 
to 20 meters (over 45-60 feet) above its present highest level. As 
the river declined in volume, probably during the Second Inter
Glacial of Europe (see Fig. 6), the plateau hunters began to 
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shift into the valley itself, and to occupy the stretches of terrace 
on the river's brink. Primeval forest alternated with marsh 
and jungle along a raging flood of the vast river. Here on the 
dry and exposed rubble heaps the plateau hunters took up their 
dwellings. They gradually transferred their flint workshops to 
the brow of the upper river terrace. Here their flint imple
ments are still found lying on the surface (Fig. 15). 

Their hearths and doubtless later their wattle huts were dis
tributed along the river terrace not far from the cliffs behind; 
for the vantage ground between the foot of the cliffs and the river 
must have been scanty at first. It was natural that they should 
scratch their hunting records on the rocks of the cliffs behind 
their homes, and it is doubtless to this stage of human life in the 
Nile valley that we owe many of the game animals pictured on 
the rocks. At a somewhat later stage the reed floats which the 
former plateau hunters had learned to make for crossing the 
river along which they had now established their dwellings, were 
displaced by primitive wooden boats, the earliest known. Of 
these also, the hunters have carved rude pictures on the walls of 
the Nile rift (Fig. 16). The great age of these cliff pictures is 
interestingly shown by the fact that the areas cut away by the 

PH;. ] n, C LIF F PIC'rrmo! ( )I<' s\ l'HL\ [l'l ' IYE Nr LE Hl;.\;,l 'I;: n '!:oi He UE \YOOOEX B o.\ 'l'. 

'fhe (-arIi est W OO dt11l craft kno wn, cn t. on th l' din's at el-Kah. (A fter Green jn Pro
!:('(' <iil/f}. of tI", i)oci(' t f} of Hi/JU('a/ A.rcl/(/ ('% .!l.Il.. Vol. XXV.) 
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ancient hunters in carving these figures are covered with a dense 
blackish brown patina, the somber raiment worn by all rocks in 
the desert and called by Walther" desert varnish." According 
to Lucas8 it is due to oxides of iron and manganese dissolved out 
of the stone by the rare rains and the dews, and changed on the 
surface by the heat into ferric oxide and manganese dioxide, 
which are insoluble and dark colored. The same conclusion was 
earlier published by Lortet and Hugounenq9; but Linck, on the 
contrary, maintains that the patina is due to a fine dust de
posited by the winds, and adhering finally firmly to the surface, 
and that it comes from without, not from within the stone!O 
However this may be, surfaces cut away in making hieroglyphic 
inscriptions some 4,500 to 5,000 years ago, have in this long 
interval gathered but slight traces of this desert varnish. We 
must conclude therefore that its presence on the cut surfaces of 
the prehistoric cliff pictures, if it does not demonstrate, is at 
least in harmony with, a very remote date for the hunters who 
wrought these earliest records in the Nile valley. 

As the flint implements still lying on the surface show us, 
these earliest Egyptian hunters were advancing to occupy more 
and more of the valley, as the waters of the river receded. 
When the Nile had finally sunk to its present bed, the,se pre
historic Nile dwellers settled upon its shores. Often they must 
have dwelt directly on the dry rubble heaps -and stretches of 
sand and clay, which once formed the bed of the Pliocene 
Egyptian lake. Then the river began laying down the alluvial 
floor which has now covered the remains of these prehistoric 
settlements on the old lacustrine bed of the valley. There they 
lie with thirty feet of alluvium over them, and there it will be 
impossible ever to recover them. 

Thus in the Fourth Glacial Period of Europe the Nile began 
to deposit the fertile alluvial floor which now forms Egypt 
(Fig. 7). As this floor gradually spread on each side of the 

river, it greatly improved the conditions under which the Nile 
dwellers lived, and while the hunters of Europe were contend
ing with cold and ice, these men of northeastern Africa were 
enjoying a mild climate, of unequaled salubrity, and likewise 

8 " The Blackened Rocks of the Nile Cataracts," Survey Dept., Min
istry of Finance, Cairo, 1905. 

9 " Coloration noire des rocheFs formants les cataractes du Nil," Comp
tes rendus, Acad. Sci., Tome 134, 1902, p. 109. 

10 Linck, "Ueber die dunklen Rinden der Gesteine der Wuesten." 
Jenais che Zeitschr. f. Naturwissensch., 35, 1900, pp. 329-336; quoted by 
Schweinfurth in Zeitschr. f. Ethn., 35, 1903, p. 815. 
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freedom from the formidable mammals which confronted the 
European hunters. 

Proof of the existence of these remote prehistoric settle-
ments on the lower alluvium is not wanting, although it has 
thus far been found only in the general latitude of the southern 
apex of the delta. From 1851 to 1854 L. Horner sank ninety
five pits and borings down through the alluvium in this region.Jl 

"In a large majority of the excavations and borings, the sedi-

F'IfL ] i, PUOSTI{'\'TE CULOSs .\L pi)'H'rH.HT OF H,\~ISEt':) II. AT )IE:'\IPIllS. 

ment was found to contain, at various depths and frequently 
at the lowest, small fragments of burnt brick and of pottery." 
We know that burnt brick could not possibly have existed in 
the days of the dwellers on the lower alluvium, and Horner's 
"burnt brick" must therefore have been simply larger frag
ments of pottery. His shafts around the colossal statue of 
Ramses II. at Memphis (Fig. 17) disclosed the lower courses 
of the substructure supporting the statue. He also reached the 
bottom of the substructure under the obelisk of Sesostris 1. 

11 See L. Horner, " An Account of some Recent Researches near Cairo, 
undertaken with the View of throwing Light upon the Geological History 
of the Alluvial Land of Egypt," PhiloE'ophical Transactions of the Royal 
Society, Vol. 145, 1855, pp. 105-138, and Vol. 148, 1858, pp. 53-92. 
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at Heliopolis. His measurements enable us to compute the rate 
at which the alluvium has accumulated in this latitude during 
the last three or four thousand years. Since about 1950 B.C. 

the rate of accumulation at the obelisk of Sesostris I. has been 
about 3.90 inches per century, while at the Memphite colossus 
of Ramses II., since the thirteenth century B.C., it has been 
about 4.08 inches. There is a slight margin of uncertainty due 
to our ignorance of the exact ancient level of the alluvium on 
the substructures and our ignorance of the exact dates of the 
monumentsY The borings in the latitude of the obelisk, but on 
the opposite side of the Nile brought up pottery from depths as 
great as fifty feet, or even nearly sixty feet. Using the rate 
of accumulation for the latitude of the obelisk, we gain a date 
of about 15,641 to 18,410 years before 1854 for the people of 
the lower alluvium. That is, the indications are that these 
earliest makers of pottery lived from 15,700 to 18,500 years ago. 

Even larger figures than these would result from computa
tions based on the discovery of pottery in the lower alluvium 
at a depth of 22 meters at the southern apex of the delta by 
Linant Bey; or at 27 meters on the Mahmudieh Canal by AbeL'S 
On the Damietta branch in the delta Schweinfurth reports a 
human skull found at a depth of 24 meters.I< It will be seen 
that the results of computation based upon such facts as these 
accord very well with Blanckenhorn's demonstr'ation that the 
alluvium of Egypt began to be laid down long before the end 
of the last European glacial period, some eight or ten thousand 
years ago. 

The earliest settlements on the old lake bottom and along 
the gradually widening strip of earliest alluvium have been 
deeply buried by the thick stratum of the upper alluvium which 
now floors the valley and covers the whole space between the 
river terraces (Fig. 18). There lies buried all that remains 
of the story of an advance through the possession of pottery, 
the gradually acquired ability to cultivate the wild grasses, the 
ancestors of our own cultivated cereals, and also the conquest 
of the wild life and its transformation into our domestic ani
mals. The men who accomplished these things gradually re
claimed the jungles of the Nile rift, and as the valley then en
joyed but scanty rainfall, they began to cut the first trenches 

1" Horner's calculations of the rate are vitiated by the incorrect dates 
for the monuments themselves current in his day. 

1:1 DeMorgan, "Recherches sur les Origines," I., Paris, 1896, p. 19. 
14 In Blanckenhorn, "Geschichte des Nilstroms," Zeitschr. der Gesell. 

fiir Erdkunde, 1902, 761. 
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for the irrigation of their little fields, the predecessors of the 
irrigation canals which we survey from the top of the Great 
Pyramid. Thus these earliest Nile dwellers slowly shifted from 
the life of hunters to that of tillers of the soil and breeders of 
flocks and herds. 

As generation followed generation it was found to absorb 
too much of the cultivable area to bury the dead in the alluvium. 
They therefore began to make their cemeteries just outside of 
the alluvium, along its margin. As the rising alluvium spread 

FIG. 18. THE S1JrrFACl~ OF' l.'HH Pm::SE:\'r CPPER ALLVVH;M Oli' THE NILE VALLEY. 

Kow 'covt~ring the l'f'mains of the earliest human settlements on the floor of tbe rift 
or' lake bottOll1.-HS seen from the top of the Great Pyramid. (Photograph by 1;nde1'
wood & 1;nderwood.) 

out over the valley across the old lake bottom, these cemeteries 
were covered up in their turn. There can be little doubt that 
they stretch in a long wandering line, roughly parallel with the 
edge of the alluvium which now covers them. They are not 
below the limit of excavation-at least the later ones would be 
within reach of the excavator, if they could be located. Exca
vation would then be quite feasible. The problem of determ
ining the location could be solved by boring, and this should 
be begun on a large scale all along the margin of the allu
vium, in the endeavor to find a cemetery. A single cemetery 
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thus discovered might reveal to us the pottery, stone imple
ments, probably cultivated grain and even domestic animals as 
well as the bones and skulls of an Egyptian community thou
sands of years older than any predynastic community now 
known to us. It would furnish us with a single mile post be
tween the Egyptian whose stone implements we have found on 
the river terraces, or whose pottery has been disclosed by the 
borings already mentioned on the one hand, and on the other 
the prehistoric Egyptian in possession of grain, domestic ani
mals and metal as we find him in the earliest cemeteries now 
known. 

Fj(~. ] 9. A (}ltOCP OP E~\RLY EGYl'TIA~ CC;\lE'fr:uIEs .\.LOX(~ TlnJ !tIn;;r:. '.fE,RILA-CE. 

.Just I)ntsid:p thr' mnq:rin of the tllll1vium. C:\ftE"r Rt~isnpr, ;, :;Sa.ga €r]-Der," I, pI. 2.) 

The supposition that the cemeteries of the lower alluvial 
period were placed along the margin of the alluvium and just 
outside it, is based on good evidence. The earliest cemeteries 
known occupy this very position (Fig. 19). When they were 
first discovered about twenty-five years ago (1894-5), they 
suddenly revealed to us a group of pre-dynastic Egyptian com
munities, the earliest of which were already acquainted with 
metal (copper), though it was not yet plentifully used for im
plements. These cemeteries therefore represented an outgoing 
Neolithic stage. A quarter of a century of excavation among 
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these cemeteries has not yet carried us back into a pure Neolithic 
stage of culture. Must we therefore suppose that there never 
was any pure Neolithic culture in the Nile valley?-that the un
inhabited Nile rift was invaded by outsiders already acquainted 
with metal ?-and that for this reason the cemeteries of a metal
using people suddenly begin some centuries before 4000 B.C.? 
If we answer this question in the affirmative, we must assume 
the extinction or emigration of the pottery-makers disclosed by 
the borings in the lower alluvium. A population which had 
earlier maintained itself for many thousands of years along the 
Egyptian rift from the days of the plateau hunters, through 
their descent to the river terraces, until their occupancy of the 
lower alluvium and the discovery of pottery-after this enor
mously long occupation of the region-can not be conceived to 
have disappeared from northeastern Africa, leaving it unin
habited until some centuries before 4000 B.C. 

It is consequently impossible to conclude that the pre-dynas
tic cemeteries begin suddenly and abruptly, marking the reap
pearance of man in the Nile rift after a period of thousands of 
years without any human inhabitants there. We must conclude, 
therefore, as we have done above, that the cemeteries which 
might reveal the successive earlier stages of a pure Neolithic, 
pre-metallic culture, bridging the present gap between the pot
tery-makers of the lower alluvium and the earliest pre-dynastic 
cemeteries now known, will be found under the present margins 
of the alluvium. Indeed my friend Mr. A. M. Lythgoe, of the 
Metropolitan Museum, while he expressed some reserve toward 
the above hypothesis when I proposed it to him, at the same 
time told me that he knew of one of the earlier cemeteries of 
which one edge was covered by the alluvium. 

While there is a gap in our knowledge between the men of 
the lower alluvium revealed by the pottery of the borings and 
the men of the cemetery burials, it is evident that during the 
period represented by this gap the favored hunters of the Nile 
valley, not being exposed to the ice and cold of glaciated Europe, 
were able because of this sheltered situation in northeastern 
Africa, to advance so fast that they left far behind their Stone 
Age contemporaries all around the Mediterranean. This is 
shown at once in the quality of their stone implements, which 
had during this interval reached what we may call the Neolithic 
stage. The successive earlier stages represented by the flint 
artifacts at first left on the plateau and afterward on or em
bedded in the river termces, while they were probably earlier 
than the Paleolithic implements of Europe, roughly correspond 
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genetically to a Paleolithic stage of work (see lower artifacts 
in Fig. 20). The progress in the gap preceding the earliest 
cemeteries carried the Nile-dwellers forward to a Neolithic 
stage represented even in the earliest burials by superb" ripple
flaked" knives (see Figs. 20, 21). Nothing illustrates the 
superiority of the prehistoric Egyptian over all his contempo
raries in other lands more conclusively than the remarkable pre
cision, beauty and regularity of these flint knives. Nowhere in 
the world, indeed, have Neolithic craftsmen ever produced any
thing which can be compared with this work. This advance of 
Egypt demonstrates an industrial superiority over Europe and 
Asia beginning in the middle of the fifth millennium B.C., which 
was maintained some four thousand years and was never lost 
until the advance of Greek industry and commerce in the sixth 
century B.C. 

The other leading craft possessed by these men of the earli
est cemeteries was that of making pottery (Fig. 22), as we 
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might expect in view of the fact that their ancestors of the lower 
alluvium were already producing it. It contained a large pro
portion of Nile mud, and with its black-topped, red polished 
forms, or r ed polished with white line decoration and brown or 
black incised, this earliest cemetery ware is now well known. 

It is impossible to offer here a complete inventory of the 
content of these earliest known burials in the Nile valley, but we 
may notice the presence of hand-bored stone vessels, face-paint 
palettes made of slate, and ofte n bearing traces of the face-paint 
once ground upon them; besides many obj ects of ivory, like 
"figures, combs, hair pins, bracelets, rings, vessels, harpoons, 
etc."] 0 

'1 he people who thus equipped their dead lived in small 
settlements along the margin of the alluvium; fo r the presence 
of the cemetery of course means that a community of living 
people dwelt not far away in the cultivated area. A group of 
wattle huts furnished their dwellings, and around these 
stretched fields of barley, millet and wheat, with patches of flax, 
while grazing near were flocks of sheep and goats, and herds of 
long-horned cattle . Donkeys were already bearing the peas
ant's burdens from field to village, or village to market. The 

1"'}I;, :!1. FLI ~'r K :\"IFE .. HIl ' l'LE- FL.U';ED ox O'\E SIDE A.:\D GWJe]'l;O O:\" T U E 

OTHEH. From a hUl'i;11 in the pl'P-hi::;tol'ic Cell lPtel'Y of Ahadiy ph, E gypt . (Pho to" 
graph by l'ptrie.) 

]r, Reisner , "Archreological Survey of Nubia," Vol. I., p. 316. 
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great jungles and marshes which once stretched far along the 
valley, the home of the tropical beasts so long pursued by the 
plateau hunters and the men of the river terraces, had now been 
reclaimed and drained and made fit for cultivation of vegetable 
foods, or the pasturage of flocks and herds. A vast northeast 
African game preserve had thus been transformed from a 
jungle into the fertile home of the earliest cultivators of the soil 

and breeders of cattle and 

FIG. 22. POTTEHY IN A:-i EAHLY PREDY

X.\HTIC BcltL\!, l~ EnYl"r. (AftPl' photo

graph by Reisner.) 

sheep anywhere known on 
earth. The settlements of 
these earliest agriculturists 
and cattlebreeders stretched 
far along the valley from 
lower Nubia1G to the sea, 
and now these vanished 
generations, who originated 
animal husbandry and do
mesticated our food-grains 
still sleep in these ceme
teries, scattered along the 
margin of the alluvium. 
Their villages have disap
peared, but these ceme
teries, dis c 0 v ere d only 
twenty-five years ago, are 
great repositories of the 
life which once went on in 
the vanished settlements. 

The character of the food supply is revealed by an examina
tion of the bodies from these cemeteries. The stomachs and ali
mentary tracts of practically all such bodies from the very 
earliest cemeteries contain husks of barley, while about ten per 
cent. also contain millet (Panicum colonum) of a species no 
longer cultivated. The husks of barley are much more difficult 
to detach from the kernel than those of wheat or emmer, the 
other prehistoric cultivated grains, and these latter, though 
they did not carry their husks with them into the bread, may 
also have been present in the bodies examined,17 but do not 
happen to be represented by husks. 

Emmer is a kind of split wheat (Triticum dicoccum) , now 
very little cultivated. The wild form called by Koernickeand 

16 Reisner, H Archaeological Survey of' Nubia," V 01. 1. 
17 See remarks of Netolitzky, to whom these researches were entrusted 

by Elliot Smith, in Hrozny, " Getreide," p. 178. 
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Aaronsohn Triticum dicoccum dicoccoides (better by Cook, T. 
hermonis) , was discovered by Aaronsohn in 1906 on and around 
Mt. Hermon in north Palestine, and later as far south as Moab 
in the trans-Jordan country. In 1910 it was also discovered in 
western Persia on the Kermanshah road in the Zagros Mo~n
tains.There is no doubt, according to Koernicke, that we must 
recognize in wild emmer the ancestor of cultivated wheat. The 

FIn. ~a. BOD'l OF A "~O':\L\:-'; J<"IW:\I A Pm<:DYXAS'['IC BCltL\L: L\ EGY1'T. In the Field 

~Insenl1l of ~aturnl History, Chicago, 

cultivated form of emmer differs but slightly from the wild 
variety, and the development of our common varieties of wheat 
(T. vulgare, turgidum, etc.) must have consumed a long period 
of time, and required persistent practise of selection. Never
theless, domestic wheat, with its long career of selective culti
vation behind it, already appears in these earliest Egyptian 
communities, along with the little altered cultivated emmer. 
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It is interesting to notice that \vild emmer is always found 
growing together with wild barley (Hordeum spontaneum ) , 
which is common in western Asia. The two were without doubt 
used together as food by early man, while they were still in a 
wild state, and domesticated together. Whether all this was 
done in western Asia or northeastern Africa can be determined 
with certainty, if ever, only when the botanical exploration of 
the Near East, at present hardly begun, shall have been thor
oughly completed. 

It should be noted that the grain found in the bodies of the 
prehistoric Egyptians and in the pottery jars accompanying 
them, dating back of 4000 B.c., is the oldest cultivated grain 
known to us, by over a thousand years. The nummulitic lime
stone crevices in which Aaronsohn found wild emmer growing 
in Palestine, are of course plentiful along the Nile, fo r such 
stone forms much of the material out of which the Nile terraces 
were built up. Here then, after using the wild barley and 
emmer seeds as food for ages, these early Nile dwellers may 
have begun to plant and cult ivate them. It is only after ages of 
selective cultivation , as shown by the wheat, that the situation 
is revealed to us in these oldest cemeteries of the world. The 
long process of selective cultivation which had produced wheat 
before 4000 B.c. , might therefore carry us back of 5000 B.C. 

for the beginning of the cultivation of grain, and the rise of 
agriculture. 

It is also important to notice that such bodies as Fig. 23 
often lie on a reed mat, with flaxen cord, and that some of them 
are wrapped in linen already displaying a good deal of textile 
skill. This is the oldest linen known to us, by an enormous 
margin. The fields of flax which furnished this linen r epresent 
a flax culture already very old, and descended probably from a 
time when the Nile dwellers originated the cultivation of flax. 

THE ORIGINS OF CIVILIZATION 
By Professor JAMES HENRY BREASTED 

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 

LECTURE ONE 

PROM THE OLD STONE A GE TO THE DAWN OF CIVILIZATION. II 

T HE evidence fo r the possession of domestic animals is not as 
old as that for agriculture. The bodies from the earliest 

Egyptian cemeteries contain fragments of bones of mammals, 
but there is no way to prove that these necessarily small frag
ments belonged to domesticated mammals. Nevertheless, the 
results of long continued selective breeding demonstrate the 
remote origin of domestic animals in the Nile valley. At the 
same time the monuments reveal the Egyptians as persistently 
practising domestication far down in the historic age. 

Pre-dynastic r eliefs (Fig. 24) to be dated not later than the 
middle of the fourth millennium B.C., already show us three of 
the commonest domestic animals, the donkey, sheep and cattle. 
The domesticated donkey of Egypt was long ago demonstrated 
by Schweinfurth and others to have had its ori ginal home in 
northeast Africa and to have been domesticated on the Nile. 
Its wild ancestor, Asinus tceniopus, or the steppe ass, is still 
found as far north as the mountains of southern Nubia.1s 

The sheep shown in th is carving still display primitive cnar
acteristics, carried over into the domesticated state, e. g., stand
ing ears and a mane, and the female with horns, which she later 
lost. They have been identified as Ovis longipes paliroxgypticu8 
by Duerst and Gaillard. Their nearest r elatives, as both these 
two scientists admit, are still scattered over north and north
east Africa to-day. It is the more remarkable that these two 
paleontologists would draw this sheep from Asia. Lortet, on 
the basis of far more material, states that this sheep (01Jis 
longipes pal.) with transverse horns, spirally twisted, has so 
many and so widely distributed relatives in north Africa, that 
he must be considered as indigenous there.") 

Regarding the large cattle shown here the paleontologists 
have differed widely, with perhaps a majority maintaining his 
Asiatic origin, due to the fact that they were unable to find an 
unmistakable wild ancestor in Africa. His alleged Asiatic 
origin has been commonly asserted in popular books, coupled 
with such a remote date for his domestication, and his intro-

1 8 Schweinfurth, Z eitsc ll'l". f. Ethn., 44, 1912, pp. 653-654. 
19 Lortet-Gaillard, "La Faune Momifiee de l'ancienne E gypte," Lyons, 

1905, p. 100. 
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duct ion into Egypt by some mysterious and unidentifiable im
migrants alleged to have brought in Egyptian civilization from 
Asia, that we now find a widely circulating popular statement, 
to the effect that the Asiatic origin of Egyptian domestic ani
mals has demonstrated the Asiatic origin of Egyptian civili
zation. 

Both the monuments and the still largely unexplored Pleis
tocene strata of Egypt contain much evidence on this question. 

F'HL :2'-t-. EnYI'TL\~ HELIEI<' ('_\BYE!) J." ;-;;L\TE. IUTT);,O ,\HOt'T TIlE )IJIHlLE O!.;' 

'rI:E FUl"HTIl ::\[lLLES::\IL:\f" B,C, ~h()willg cloIl1t'::.;ti(,Hted shepp tlH'low). clonkt\Ys (mid
dle), nnd cattle (ahove), cavtul'Nl from the Lil)yans. ~ow in the :\atiolln1 ::\lnseum 
at Cairo. 

It quickly disposes of the Asiatic orig:n of these long-horned 
cattle. Much inscriptional evidence has shown that the Egyp
tians practised the hunting of wild cattle, but a relief in Beni
hasan which shows these cattle as spotted has led to the conclu
sion that such alleged wild cattle were really domestic breeds 
which had escaped from captivity and were running wild. The 
discovery of a relief of the Pyramid Age showing a hunting 
enclosure (Fig. 25) filled with game to be brought down by 
the royal arrows, has effectually disposed of this conclusion. 
Among the game entrapped in the enclosure we find a cow. a 

YOLo VII.-27. 
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FIG. 23. A:?\C~IK,rl' E{jYPTL-\~ RELIBF' SIlOWTXG A ROYAL IIU.:\'TI~G E"KCLOSGRE 

J;'lLLEll WFl'n \\"O":\llEll A:\DULS. From the pyr,lmid temple of Salmre. middle of 

the 28th c"ntury B.C. (Aftcr Borchardt.) . 

calf and a bull, all of a red brown color with a lighter saddle. 
T~ese are unquestionably long-horned wild cattle, identified by 
Hllzheimer as Bas africanus. Pleistocene wild cattle have been 
proven to have existed in Algiers, and this evidence is now 
supplemented by the discovery of the fragment of a head of 
Bas primigenius in the Nile valley, in the Pleistocene deposits 
of the Fayum. The presence of the Urus thus demonstrated in 
Egypt has led Hilzheimer to recognize the wild cattle in this 
hunting scene also as the Bas primigenius. In any case it is 
totally gratuitous to identify any longer the long-horned cattle 
of Egypt with an Asiatic species. 

It is very instructive in this connection to notice that the 
Egyptian continued his efforts at domestication ona wide range 
of wild creatures, far down into the historic epoch. In the 
scene under discussion (Fig. 25), dating from the middle of the 
twenty-eighth century B.c., we see the enclosure, which has 
been well said to be of itself a long step toward domestication. 
Here have been caught the deer, the gazelle, the oryx, the 
addax, and two varieties of goat. Of the leading Egyptian 
antilopes only the ibex is lacking. The practice of capturing 
these animals in an enclosure evidently very early showed the 
Egyptian that he might in this way maintain a store of meat on 
the hoof from which he could conveniently draw at will. In 
this way, for example, the Tschuktchi of northeast Asia main
tain herds of half-domesticated reindeer, which they employ 
only as sources of flesh and skin clothing. These wild creatures 
taken out of such enclosures alive were then stall-fed and par
tially if not wholly domesticated. We see them in the tomb 
reliefs between 3000 and 2500 B.C. (e. g., Fig. 26), along with 
the long-horned Bos africanus, tied to their mangers and feed
ing. Here are the goat (HiTCUS mambrinus) , the gazelle (Ga-
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zella dorcas), the addax (Adda:c nasomaculata) , the oryx 
(Ory x leucoryx) and remarkably enough, the hyena (Hymna 
striata) . 

The inscriptions confirm these relief pictures very conclu
sively. A mortuary text of the Middle Kingdom (around 2000 
B.C.) mentions "ibexes which eat grain." Similarly already 
in the twenty-seventh century B.C., the tomb of Kegemni men
tions "stables of the plateau antilopes" (Fig. 27). There were 
thus" stables" for these creatures, parallel with the stables for 
the large cattle, and designated by the same word. H is of 
course a scene from one of these stables which shows these 
animals eating at their mangers (Fig. 26). 

These animals theTefore formed a staple source of the food 
supply and we find them in process of being slaughtered for 
food, precisely as is done with the large cattle (Fig. 28). Hence 
at an inspection of the cattle of an estate, these creatures which 
we have never thought of as domesticated, duly appear together 
with the long-horn cattle familiar to us as domestic animals 
(Fig. 29). 

F!(;. 2fL ~ 'l'"\ L L F'nEDI::\'(; OF RE:\fI · IH)\IE~Tlt.:.\'fED A XTI LOI'F.S (FIrE Y.\UIETIESJ 

A);D H n;);A S, ALO)<(; WI 'I'H CATTLE, lt elief scelle in t he t umo of :\[(' l'c t'uka at Sak
kat':1, J<: g yp t, :!7tb celltlll'Y B.c, 
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In the same way, after domesticating varieties of the goose 
an~ duck, the Egyptians captured a varied list of wild fowl 
~hlCh t~ey wholly or partially domesticated, although this list 
dId not 111clude our barnyard fowl, which was introduced in the 
west from India from the seventh century B.C. onward. It will 
be seen, then, how widely extended and inclusive was the effort 
of the E~ypt~ans .at ~omestication. They were still continuing 
the task 111 hIstOrIC tImes, and it went on throughout the third 
millennium, if not much later. 

It is evident from the conditions among their domestic cattle 
furthermore, that they had long been engaged in the process of 
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breeding. For not only had they early developed a short-horn 
variety out of the long-horn, which was not identical with the 
Asiat ic short-horn (Bas bmch?Jceros ) , but at the same time 
they also bred a hornl ess variety of cattle (Fig. 30) (Ba s 
akerato8) . The actual skulls of this hornless breed have sur
vived (Fig. 31). 

A series examined by Lortet led him, like Duerst, to con
clude that this hornless breed of cattle was the r esult of long 
and persistent selective breeding, very intelligently carried on. 
In this case we would have here a situation like that which we 
found in the case of the domesticated grains. Wheat with ages 
of selective cultivation behind it, has been found in the earliest 
known graves in the world. Similarly the oldest domesticated 
herds known to modern science, that is the oldest cattle in the 
world, would, according to Lortet and Duerst, already include 
a hornless breed produced by long-continued selective propaga
tion. 
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On the other hand Professor Charles B. Davenport, director 
of the Department of Experimental Evolution of the Carnegie 
Institution, has kindly informed me that" hornlessness in cattle 
has probably arisen many times as a sport or mutation," and 
might then be continued and perpetuated by selective breeding. 
He concludes that the hornless breed of ancient Egypt arose 
and was continued in this way. In either case intelligently 
practised cattle-breeding on the part of the Nile dwellers at a 
very early date. is evident. 

We can understand therefore,that the production of Hlilk
producing cattle was the result of long-continued and intelli
gently directed selective breeding, already completed by 3000 
B.C. That the milk breed had not yet become wholly accus
tomed to the artificial abstraction of milk by the hand of man 
is evident from the fact that in practically all such dairy scenes, 
the hind legs of the cow have been elaborately tied (Fig. 32). 
lt is perhaps of importance to note also that the calf is kept in 
the vicinity, and its eagerness for maternal food is restrained 
by another herdsman while the milking process goes on. 

lt is thus evident that conditions both in agriculture and 
cattle breeding in the Nile valley at the earliest stage when 
they are observable by us, point clearly back to a long antece
dent development, beginning far away in the remote ages when 
the Nile dwellers lived on the lower alluvium, where the re
mains of their life are still buried. 

The domestication of cattle, like that of donkeys, reacted 
powerfully on agriculture, as it was gradually discerned that 
the hoe might be replaced by the ox-drawn plow. Nothing 
shows more clearly the evolution of Egyptian civilization as a 
Nile valley process, than the unnoticed fact that the plow drawn 

FIG. 32. EJGYP~~IAX HEHDSME); MILKIKG. Relief scene in the tomb of Ti at Sakkara, 
28th century B.C. 
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FIG. ~):3. EC;YI"l'L\.:'\ PE.\S.\..:\TS l'1AJ\n~G. From it tomb relief oJ: the :"Wth-27th 
('('ntH!'Y H.t',., no\\' in tIl(-' LO!lvl'c in Parls. 

by oxen is simply the old prehistoric wooden hoe equipped with 
necessary modifications. The primitive form of the Egyptian 
plow is tWlce shown in the right-hand column of hieroglyphs in 
the plowing scene in Fig. 33. Now it can be demonstrated that 
Egyptian writing has preserved for us pictures of primitive 
and archaic forms of every day implements, which survived 
thus in the writing long after they had been displaced by im
proved forms and hence had ceased to be used in real life. 
Thus the inscription behind the plowman (Fig. 33) twice dis
plays for us a tiny picture of a form of plow enormously older 
than the one here shown in actual use. It will be seen that the 
beam of the plow (in the inscription) is very short, and that 
the handles are almost too small for use. Indeed this oldest 
form of the Egyptian plow is little more than the hoe out of 
which it has developed. 

The wooden hoe of the Egyptian peasant (Fig. 34) was 
made up of two pieces: one, the handle, abnormally short; the 
other, the blade, disproportionately long. With the exception of 
the tiny handles shown in the archaic plow just examined in 
the writing, this hoe is identical with the plow. 

An old Egyptian drawing of a plow of about 2000 B.C. (Fig. 
34) exhibits clearly the origin of the implement. The handle 
(of the hoe) has been lengthened to become the beam (of the 
plow) while the handles for the plowman's use have been sec-
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ondarily a ttached at the point of junction of beam and hoe-blade 
or plow-share. The builder r eally constructed a wooden hoe 
with somewhat elongated handle as plow beam, and then after
ward attached the plow handles, wh:ch do not engage with the 
beam or the rlowshare, as they would do if they were of one 
construction with th em. 

These facts m::tke it certain that the evolution of plow cul-
ture f rom hoe cultl' re took place in the Ni le valley. Indeed we 
are here tracing in the gr ad ually developing material basis of 
life, a precess which bears the stamp of the Nile valley, and is 
unm 'stakably Nilotic throughout its course. 

Here then, so f ar as we can see, for the first time in the 
career of man. and at only one point in the fringe of hunting 
life which cnc:rcled the whole Mediterranean, there grew up at 
its southeast corner (Fig. 2) far back in the fifth millennium 
before Christ. a commun ~ ty of Stone Age men who had grad
ually shifted from the hunting life to that of herdsmen and 
shepherds, plowmen and cultivators of the soil. While it may 
h ave r eauired over six thousand acres to support a hunter and 
his family a very few acres would maintain the grain-raising, 
cattle-r a'sing Stone Age family, and the population must have 
greatly increased in numbers and in density. Such a body of 
population following the agr icultural and cattle-breeding life at 
the southeast corner of the Mediterranean must inevitably have 
exerted an influence on surrounding populations. Such a dif
fusion as that which carried Central American culture traits 

F IG. ;34. A::\" 1<:(;Yl"1'l .L:''' 'Y\)()DE~ II OE A)\l) THE WOOJlE:i'\ PLOW WI-J t ell GTIKW OC'1' OF IT. 
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northward and southward until they penetrated far across both 
North and South America must inevitably have taken place. 
As to Europe this diffusion was all the easier, because the 
elevation of the land which made England a part of the neigh
boring continent, and joined Europe likewise to the mainland 
of Africa through Italy and Spain-this elevation continued far 
down into the Neolithic Age, and these land bridges must have 
been available long after the advances of Egypt just discussed 
were accomplished (F ig. 2). The same road by which the great 
African mammals migrated from Africa to Europe was unques
tionably still open when the Nile dwellers first began to culti
vate field s of grain and breed herds of cattle. It is no accident 
that the earli est grains of the Swiss Lake Dwellers were barley, 
emmer and mill et, just as in the Nile valley. We have only to 
look at the d 'ssemination of maize culture in North America 
from a C'€ntral Am erican center to see how easy and inevitable 
such dispersion is. Moreover. ,,-e can actually trace cattle for 
some distance on the road from Egypt to Europe. 

As far back as the middle of the fourth millennium B.C. the 
Libyans are shown by the Egyptian monuments to have pos
sessed domesticated cattle. sheep and asses (Fig. 24). Such 
livestock plunder captured by the Egyptians from the Libyans 
is found in later reliefs also (Fig. 35), which show us large 
cattle, donkeys, sheep and goats in the possession of a people 
whose territory st retched far westward along the northern 
coast of Africa toward Tunis and the r egion opposite Italy. 
Thus in r emote prehistoric times, Stone Age Europe so long re
tarded by the ice and cold, began to profit by the progress of the 
more favored and hence more advanced r egion at the southeast 
corner of the Mediterranean. The Neolithic peoples of southern 
and central Europe were thus able to make the transition from 
the hunting life to that of settled communities following agri
culture and cattle-breeding. This Neoli th ic life of Europe, pre
served to us especially in the Lake Villages of Switzerland and 
the te)'mmare settlements of the Po valley, was unable to ad
vance by itself to the conquest of metal and the invention of 
writing, and thus to gain civilization. While interesting, it is 
of minor importance for the theme of these lectures. Entirely 
dependent upon the eastern Mediterranean, this Neolithic cul
ture of the West never swung into the current of civilized life 
until after Greek and Ph(Enician colonization , and finally Roman 
conquest gradually civil' zed it. Its chief importance for our 
theme is its illustration of the earliest great contribution of the 
Orient to El'r8pe, as cattle and domesticated grain found their 
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way across the Mediterranean. The position of this contribu
tion in the long continued westward drift of culture will be 
found suggested later in Fig. 134. 

It now seems to be exceedingly probable, if not a demon
strated fact also, that the south and west European communi-

FIG. :_{5. IJOi\lESTIC AXDL\LN OF TilE- LIRL\.\":'; C'.\l"lTHED BY 'rIlE EnYl'TL\::\S. (28th 
cflntury B.C.) Comp;lre ulso Fig, 24. (Aftpl' BOl'ch;u'dt.) 

ties who inaugurated the Neolithic culture of Europe, were of 
the same race as the prehistoric peoples on the south side of the 
Mediterranean, or at least as these Egyptians whom we find in 
the earliest cemeteries. Giving all due consideration to the 
wide divergence of opinion among the physical anthropologists, 
it would seem that the studies of Elliot Smith among the largest 
series of prehistoric Egyptian bodies yet investigated, have 
demonstrated clearly the identity or close affinity between these 
prehistoric Egyptians and the south Europeans of the great 
peninsulas, called by Sergi the Mediterranean race. As Smith 
has shown in a restoration of a profile from an early pre
dynastic skull (Fig. 36), and as we see also in a late pre-
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dynastic statuette, the prehistoric Egyptians were a narrow
headed, long-faced, dark-haired, and almost certainly dark
eyed race. They were rather low in stature (the men a little 
under 5 feet 5 inches; the women almost 5 feet), and they 
were of slender build. They were not negro or negroid, and 
their kin are to be found in Europe, rather than in Africa. 
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It must have been after a very long career as a settled agri
cultural and cattle-raising people, that these dwellers on the 
Nile alluvium discovered and began to use metal. Unlike the 
domestication of grain and cattle, the introduction of metal was 
hardly earlier than the dawn of civilization. We can therefore 
trace the incoming of metal as we cannot follow the rise of 
agriculture and cattle-breeding. The graves of our early ceme
teries (Fig. 22) disclose to us not merely cultivated grain and 
domestic cattle, but also metal. For in the very earliest of the 
predynastic graves we find copper needles with the eye pro
duced by bending the butt around in a hook-eye (Fig. 37). 
Copper beads and bracelets also show that the earliest use of 
the metal was chiefly for ornaments. These needles are the 
earliest implements of metal smelted and wrought by man; for 
they carry this primitive and limited use of the metal back into 
the fifth millennium B.C., that is back of 4000 B.C. Man thus 
began to smelt and use metal about six thousand years ago. 

FIG. 37. COPPElt NEIDDLlDS \VITI-I IIOOK-EYE,S-" THE EARLIEST KNOWX I}'IPL-K:\IENTS 

OF ME'£AL. Sueh needles are found in Egyptian graves dating before 4000 n,c. 
(After Reisner.) 

FIG.;{R THE gAUL-lEST KNOW~ ::UIil'I'AL T'OOLS : CHISELS OF COPPER FOUND I~ PHE~ 

DYNAS~'IC EGYPTIA" GRAVES Anoc'£ 33TH CE~TURY n.c, (Photo by Petrie,) 
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Gradually the Nile-dwellers learned that the metal which 
they were using for ornaments might be made into tools and 
weapons, giving them a new power over men and nature. With 
tools and weapons like these (Fig. 38), which appear in the 
late pre-dynastic graves by the middle of the fourth millennium 
B.C., when all the world was elsewhere using only stone imple
ments and weapons, the life of man entered upon a new epoch 
and at the southeastern corner of the Mediterranean a mechan
ically gifted people began to respond rapidly to the possession 
of this new source of power. This response of an ingenious 
people to the possession of metal culminated in the emergence 
of a united nation, the first great social and administrative 
structure erected by man, whose organized capacity was, half 
a millennium later, to be expressed in monumental form in the 
pyramids of Gizeh. 

The process of political unification which went on among 
the prehistoric petty kingdoms and chieftaincies distributed 
along the Nile, is only dimly discernible in the scanty monu
ments surviving from this remote age. We see these early 
leaders bearing pointed metal weapons in the hunt, for the 
Nile-dwellers continued their old hunting habits for thousands 
of years after the rise of civilization. Monuments from the 
middle of the fourth millennium show us the Nile chieftains 
still following the chase (Fig. 39). But even such a document 
as this hunting scene (Fig. 39) also clearly discloses something 
of the vast social and governmental progress made by the 
earliest men, a progress which had carried them away from 
reliance on the chase, toward the possession of a stable food 

FIG. :1f>. AILE f'JIJEW1'.\L,\S OF THE )'IIDDL1': OP 'I'lIE FOURTH :.\IILLE8NIUM B.C. 

E~G.\GED I~ HU~TL'G. Depicted in a relief on a slate palette. used· for grinding face 
paint. (After Legge in Proceedings of the Society of Biblical clrcha:olo{JU, Vol. XXII.) 
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FIG. 40. A HOYAL HrccJ::'\o CEltlOIO:\,Y OF E.AHLY DY:,\ASTIC .\(;E DEPICTED I-:\" A HELJEF' 

O:\' .\. CEHI-::\ffl,\.I.\L ~L\.C)<>1 En), (F1'om QuihelL "lIi(~l'nko]jpoli~.") 

supply available to large communities abiding in fixed dwelling 
places. These hunting chieftains carry standards on which 
axe mOllnt2d syn,b 'Is 3ignifying political divisions-the earliest 
such symbols kno\yn. We recognize in them prehistoric forms 
some of which are well known to us in later hieroglyphic signs. 
Thus tte fifth hunter in the upper line carries a symbol mean-
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ing "the East" in th'e hieroglyphic of half a millennium later. 
Each hunter also wears attached to his girdle behind, the tail of 
a wild animal-a symbol retained in historic times only by the 
Pharaoh. 

One of the most powerful influences toward unity and organ
ized development in a rainless climate like that of Egypt, was 
the necessity of creating an ever more complicated irrigation 
system. To maintain such a system, to keep each of its long 
canals free from obstruction, and to control the supply of 
water, required the cooperation of large groups of communi
ties, created a consciousness of community of interest and a 
willingness to submit to a central authority in control of the 
whole. One of the ancient prehistoric rulers shown in Fig. 40 
beside a canal wielding an archaic wooden hoe, is evidently 
engaged in ceremonially digging up the earth, for which his 
attendant holds a basket. Such a ceremonial act may well 
have marked the beginning or dedication of some irrigation 
canal. Thus the possession of grain fields, and the maintenance 
of herds which must be pastured, bound great groups of com~ 
munities to a common system for the support of the whole, 
which could never have grown up among the hunting chieftains 
of earlier days. 

By the middle of the forty-third century B.C., this system 
had brought forth a calendar of twelve thirty-day months, and 
five feast days at the end of the year. This is the calendar 
which has descended to us through the Romans, though it 
should be observed that the Egyptian rulers were far too prac
tical to make a calendar which would oblige their people to 
learn a verse of poetry in order to find out how many days there 
wer~ in a given month. 
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LECTURE ONE 

FROM THE O LD S TONE A GE TO THE DAWN OF CIVILIZATION. III 

~. UCH fo rces gradually brought about the union of two states 
U on the Nile : in the n01,th a kingdom of the delta commonly 
known as Lower Egypt; and in the so'uth a kingdom of the 
valley above the delta, which we usually call Upper Egypt. The 
kingdom of Upper Egypt was evidently the older. Side by side 
the two existed for centuries, each gaining its own traditions, 
symbols and insignia which survived in historic times for thou
sands of year s. In early dynastic reliefs like Fig. 41, we see 

FH;. -11. THIf;~II'lI OF .\ Pl-I.\!{ ,\ O Il AT Til E I:E(a ~:\T:\ G ()F TIlE D Y:"'\ I-; 'I' IC J •. GE. On 
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the tall white crown worn by the prehistoric kings of Upper 
Egypt, and also the curious spiral-crowned red diadem which 
regularly distinguished the King of Lower Egypt. In a pre
historic struggle which must have gone on for generations, the 
king of Upper Egypt, he of the tall white crown, conquered his 
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northern rival of Lower Egypt, him of the curious red crown 
and united Egypt under one sovereignty. Thus probably not 
more than a century after the middle of the fourth millennium 
B.C., emerged the first great state in history. In commemora
tion of his double sovereignty over the two prehistoric king
doms, the Pharaoh, as we may begin to call him, assumed and 
wore the crowns of both states, as we see this king here doing 
on two different occasions. It is interesting to find him still 
wearing the symbol of his hunting ancestry-the tail of a wild 
animal appended to his girdle behind. 

Such monuments as these show us how the prehistoric E gyp
t; ian system of picture signs was developing into phonet ic writ
"g. The victory of this king over the enemy symbolized by 

this s' ngle adversary whom he is shown dispatching (Fig. 41 , 
right-hand relief), is commemorated in an archaic pictographic 
group over the head of the captive. The fl:',lcon (here with a 
human arm ) is an enormously old symbol of the prehistoric 
ruler of upper Egypt. Knowing this, we easily read the group; 
for it will be noticed that the falcon grasps a rope by which he 
leads a captive suggested by a human head with the rope fast
ened to the mouth. This head rises out of a stretch of level 
ground out of which are growing six lotus leaves on tall stems 
each the symbol for 1000. Just below is a single barbed har
poon, and a small rectangle fill ed with wavy lines of water, 
mean ing a pool or lake. The meaning of the whole is clear : 
" The Falcon King has led captive 6,000 men of the Land of the 
Harpoon Lake." The further process by which these purely 
picture signs became phonetic, fu rnishing the earliest known 
system of phonetic writing, is now fairly clear to us, but space 
will not permit its discussion here. It should be mentioned, 
however, that before 3000 B.C. this system of Egyptian writing 
developed a complete series of CQnsonantal alphabetic signs, and 
there is now no reason to doubt that the Phcenician alphabet, 
and hence likewise our own, have descended from the picture 
writing of Egypt which we have just read. This question will 
be taken up more f ully in discussing the Phcenicians. 

It is of importance at this point to remember that the ex
clusively Nilotic origin of Egypt ian writing is easily demon
strable. In view of this fact it is quite inexplicable that there 
should have been a wide-spread impression that it was of 
Asiatic origin. In the first place our oldest examples of Egyp
tian writing are older than the earliest known writing of Asia. 
Furthermore Egyptian writing is a veritable zoological and 
botanical garden of fauna and flora unmistakably Nilotic, 
while it includes also an extensive museum of implements, ap-
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pliances, weapons, clothing, adornments, buildings, etc., pecu
liar to the Nile valley. Only lack of acquaintance with the 
material background of Egyptian life, and a failure to study 
carefully the content of the Egyptian sign lists, can account for 
the totally groundless. assertion of the Asiatic origin of Egyptian 
writing by Hommel and de Morgan, which has unfortunately 
found its way into many current books. As his writing devel
oped, the Egyptian at the same time devised the earliest known 
paper, which he succeeded in making from the papyrus reed 

FIG. 42. SPECI\lES OF EC:YJ>TI.\:\ 1'.\l'YHCS 1'.\I'EI!, CO:,\'1'.\fKI:-\C' 1'.\1:'1' 

WHIT'l'R:\ XK\1tLY ::WOO B.C. Now in the Berlin :\Ins('ulI1. 

(Cyper1ls papYTUS) , a plant which grew very plentifully in the 
Nile marshes (Fig. 42). It has especial interest for us, be
cause it was the first paper used by Europe, and as we shall see, 
this paper brought to Europe an alphabet which had grown up 
out of the system of Egyptian hieroglyphic of which we have 
just been speaking. . 

Thus emerged the first great organization of men, effiCIent 
in the possession of a system of written records and communi
cation and stably founded on a basis of agriculture and cattle 
breedi~g, prepared to exploit to the full the possession o~ metal 
tools. It was now that the kingship proved invaluable III fur
nishing the powerful organization for mining on a large scale 
which private initiative could not have furnished. The source 
of copper was in the Peninsula of Sinai. 

Berthelot has remarked20 how interesting it is, that prob
ably at the beginning of the exploitation of these mines of 

20" Sur les mines de cuivre du Sinai," Cornptes rendus de l'Acadernie 
des Sciences, 19 Aug., 1896. 
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Sinai, that is over six thousand years ago, by an empiricism the 
origin of which is easy to conceive, man had already gained the 
processes for smelting metal, which have been followed ever 
since even down into our own day. Only recently have the 
metallurgical chemists succeeded in devising processes more 
successful and efficient than those which were first devised in 
Sinai over six thousand years ago. 

This remark of Berthelot's justifies us in picturing the ex
perience of some wandering Egyptian back in the fifth millen
nium B.C. as he banked his fire with pieces of copper ore which 
happened to be lying about his camp-part of the talus and 
detritus which encumbers the base of the cliffs in the lonely 
valleys of Sinai. As these natural fragments were exposed to 
the fire , the charcoal of the wood blaze, together with the heat, 
reduced a portion of the ore, and we can easily imagine how 
the attention of the wanderer would be attracted by a glittering 
globule of the liberated metal as it rolled out among the ashes. 

The new age of mankind born on that memorable day was 
beginning to enter on its birthright, when centuries later the 
Egyptian monarchy emerged in the middle of the fourth millen
nium B.C. The metal, which the first Egyptian who possessed 
it had gained by accident, was now to be won systematically 
and on a relatively large scale, as only the sovereign could do 
in that distant age, when individual initiative was unequal to 
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the task. In Fig. 44 we see one of the ancient Egyptian mines 
in Sinai visible high up on the right. Though this particular 
example is not one of the earliest, these mines of Sinaitic 
Maghara are the oldest known mines in the world. Below the 
mine on a slight elevation at the foot of the slope we see the 
stone huts of the miners. A protective wall extends trans
versely across the valley. Here lived a little colony of miners. 
Plentiful evidences of their work are still scattered about the 
place. Under the floor of the hut they concealed the pottery 
canteen with which they carried on their rough-and-ready 
housekeeping, and there Petrie found it in his investigation of 
the place (Fig. 45). Their copper tools have likewise been 
found covered by rubbish (Fig. 46). The heavy stone picks 
which they still employed in getting out the ore, have likewise 
been found on the spot (Fig. 47). 

The interiors of the mines themselves are very instructive. 
The action of the copper tools on the wall of the drift can still 
be closely followed and exhaustively examined, even to deter-

F'lG. 45. PO'l"l'EH'i CA~TEEX OF A;\CIE:;\T EGYPTIA~ :\U:\J::IRS. Found lnll'ipd under the 

floor of their hut ill Sillai. C\Iaghar'l; photograph by Pet rip. ) 
PIG. 46. COPPEH CHISELS E::\Il'LOYED FlY A?\CIE~T EGYPTL\::\ ::UI::\EllS 1.:\ SIi\AI. 

(Serabit; photograph by Petrie.) 
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FIG. 47. HEAVY STO::\E PICKS A);1) STO::\E DUILL-l--lEAD FOCXD ,\'1' X:-';CIE?\T EGYl"TL\~ 

COPPEl{ ~II~ES IX SI::\AI. (PhotOgl'ilph by Petrie.) 

mining the width of the chisel edge (Fig. 48). Though the 
mines are not usually large, and do not commonly exceed five 
feet in height, Fig. 49 shows a chamber of spacious dimensions. 
Space does not permit discussing the methods of freeing and 
taking out the ore; but we may glance at the evidences which 
disclose the smelting process. It is clear that smelting was 
often done directly at the mine. Petrie found the heavy stone 
pounders by means of which the ore was crushed (Fig. 50). 
Masses of slag have also been uncovered, and in Fig. 51 we see 

FIG. 48. 'Y.\LL S[~OWIXG RTHOl(ES OF COl'l'EH CIl rSEL 1..\' .\XCIES'l' E/;YPTJA::\ CUl'l'ER 

:\11::\}<; 1:,\ Rl::\~\I. C\laghnra: photograph hy P(.tl'ip.) 
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a pottery crucible with large nozzle for pouring the molten 
metal into forms. 21 .... 

The copper-bearing minerals wh ich these earliest miners 
smelted were chiefly of three kinds: turquoise, containing only 
about three and a third per cent. of oxide of copper; a hydro
silicate of copper; and finally certain granites impregnated 
with carbonate and hydrosilicate of copper. These granites 
are also poor ore, but the hydrosilicate is sometimes very rich 
in copperY 

FIG. 4fJ . L , TEHI()l{ OF .\ LA1:GE C'Ol'l'ER ".'\II ~E WOH,KICD BY '£Il1'l AXCIR~T F~GYPTIAKS IN 

81 :<A1. (Serablt; photogl'i\ph by Petrie. ) 

The decisive importance of these mines in Sinai is evident 
when we understand that they are definitely dated. For over 
two thousand years the Pharaohs exploited the Sinai copper 
regions and have left their records on the rocks around the 
mines to testify to the fact. These records begin in the thirty
fourth century and continue until the latter part of the twelfth 
century B.C. It is not a little impressive at the present day to 
see appearing on the rocks before us the figure of the first ruler 
~)f men who has put himself on record as having organized and 
sent forth his people to bring out of the earth the metallic re-

21 The aboYe discussion of the ancient mines of Sinai is much indebted 
to thE' text and photogr a phs of P etri':! , " Sinai." 

22 See Berthelot, ibid. 
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FIG. 50. S 'l'O>:E: POLT~nEHS FOn CHCSIl IXG ClH'PK.I{ OnE GSEJ) BY '1' 11E AX{'IE::\T 1':,; YP T

IA:-<S I K SIKAI. (Photogr nph by Petrie.) 
FIG. J,l. I'O:.l"1'EHY CHc~n~LE W IT H KOZZLI:; .FOB. I'OCHI.:'\ U :.\:ftn:rE.'\ ( 'O I' P EIt J.'\TO 

F010 JS. 110nnd tit the ,1n Clent copper m in E's in S in'li. (Hf!l'<l hH; ph otogl', lph by 
Petrie.) 

sources without which man could no longer carryon a great 
state (Fig. 52). 

As we approach we are standing in the prese:nce of the 
earliest known historical monument. Carved with rugged and 
archaic simplicity, the figure of this earliest royal miner rises 
before us in heroic proportions. Here is the earliest sovereign 
to f~llow econo:nic dictates and to march into a neighboring 
contment to seIze by sole right of might the mineral wealth 
which his people needed. Depicted in the symbolic ceremony 
of crushing the Bedwi chief of the district, to signify the Egyp
tian Pharaoh's possession of the region, this king Semerkhet 
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thus published to the natives of western Asia his sovereignty 
over the world's earliest copper mines. He wears here the offi
cial crowns, the white and the red, which signify his supremacy 
over the Two Egypts, a supremacy which he had thus extended 
over neighboring Asia in the 34th century B.C. Thus the 
earliest known autocracy, seizing the mineral-bearing regions 
of Asia which it needed, some 5,300 years ago, began that long 
career of aggression based on economic grounds, which con
t inuing ever since culminated in the seizure of the mineral 
wealth of northern France in August, 1914. 

This record of Egyptian conquest in metallurgy, let it be 
noted, consists of inscripticnal as well as sculptured elements. 
The name of the king in Egypt'an hieroglyphics of unmistakable 
Nilotic origin, accompanies his figure, and it is well to remem
ber that this mining record, made after Egypt had known of 
copper for over half a millenium, is nevertheless several cen
turies old'?r than the oldest dated p~ece of copper known in Asia. 

This earliest family of sovereigns ruling over a people of 
several millions was founded about 3400 B.C. by Menes, the 
first of the Pharaohs. His home was at Thinis, near Abydos 
in Upper Egypt, below the great bend where the river ap
proaches most nearly to the Red Sea. We call the whole 
group the First Dynasty, and together with the second group, 
or second Dynasty, these early dynastic kings of Egypt were 

FII ;. :J:! . H E Ll 1': 1-' t. '.\j!\TP ox Hql'KS .\ T T I!E ,\ .X , · n :\"!' EI.; YL'T L\,\ ( ' (l J' PEn ~IL,\Eti 

I); S D i.\I ( _'L\(;ll.",-\ ), IS ~'j I E T lI IJ:TY · ]-'O I; J: 'l'll CESTU<Y D .( ' . It sllows t ile fi gure of 
t lw p:I J'li ('~ t kn u \\"TI mi nil1 g; promote )' , King Rt'lll PI'-klH.:.t o f E:.ry pt. AI" tJw lpf' t h e 

s m ih,s a ilcdwi ehicf of t he r eg ion , whi le hi s other two portraits di spla y him once 
w ith tilC'. Cl'o\yn of "CPP01' n11(l ng,' :1in with t he crown of L owe r lCgypt. 'J"his is the 
ol(l(~s t hj s tOl'if'l.I l 1110num en t knowl). and the earliest such l'C'corD \)f :l fO l'f.' ig n conquest 
Oil a lit'll soil. (Photograph by Pr, t l'i e.) 
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F It:. :-i -t-. n H!I'I';: · I.I :q;n To).rg ( ' I U..\I1:I':,1: OF O:\ E 0 1-' TIl E E .\ ItT.¥ DL'\,\ ST I C Kr xGs 

(.'BOCT ;: .. 00 Ttl :WOO B.C . ) A'1' .-\B Y])OS. ( Photogr:1ph b y l'en ie. ) 

buried in the deser t b2hind Abydos, where the wreckage of 
nine of their t ombs still survives (Fig. 54) . After Ameli
neau's unsuccessful and destructive attempt to excavate these 

FIG. Gr>. F OUR HHA C E1.ETH Ol!' GOLD A)\D P H1!:CI Ot:'S STOXE 8., S TILI .. 0:.:"\ 'j' HE AR~[ 

OF ,\ HOY .\L L.\D L P (:un d by P et rie in on0 or t he eal'l y cl Yll:lRt i<: tombs of Abydos . 
(Photograph h~' 1'ot l'i e. ) 
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tombs, we owe the rescue of what was left, to Petrie's efforts. 
He was able to save enough of the palace furniture and other 
royal equipment placed in these tombs for the use of the royal 
dead in the hereafter, t o disclose t o us the remarkable prog
r ess of this earliest state in mater ial life, especially in arts , in
dustries and craftsmanship, during the last four centuries of 
the fourth millennium B.C., that is about 3400 to 3000 B.C. 

F Hl. ;i(;' EGYPT I AN CIL\ .);' K D UlL!. I:\TE ~TED I); 'rIl E BAHLY DY NA S'l'IC P l:: UIOD 

( AlwC'r :~-t. oo '£0 ~()nn H.C. ) , T i . E )·:.\ HI. I EHT 1';'~ t) W:S ) LA C I11 ~E. (Dril wn by B orchal'dt 

f rom a hi eroglyph.) 

The advance in industrial appliances of which the jewelry 
in Fig. 55 gives evidence, is illustrated by a very important 
device for drilling out stone vessels, which was invented in the 
early dynastic period (Fig. 56). It is elaborately drawn for 
us in hieroglyphic, in which it became the sign for" craftsman." 
It consists of a vertical shaft with a crank attached at the top, 
and forked at the base to receive a cutting edge in the form of 
a sharp stone. Just below the crank are attached two stone 
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F In . ,)7 . E ( ;YP'l' L\.'\ C I{.\ FT S:'> fJ-:~ E :'\( ; .\(; E lJ 1 :': DIUL I.I X (~ 0 \ ' '1' :'h't).'\E \~E ~ SELS ~VI'l'H 

T In; CHA::\'J\.. D un.)'. SEE::S- IX F IG. tI(), T he s cene js blken fro m n toml) relief. The 
ll1erogJ y phs hl'twcen t he tw o wO l'km en record t heir convcl'stlt ion . One snys : " T h is 
is fl very beautiful vnse ." '1'he otlH'r l'es pon us : '.' I t is ind ee(l." (F r olll de :\fnl'gnn , 
" Heeh erch es sur les oi"lgi llrs de l'];;gyp t(:)," 1. ) 

weights, like the two balls of a steam governor. These of 
course serve as a fly wheel to keep the shaft r evolving. Here is 
the earliest machine which can fairly be called such. It dis
plays the earliest known crank or crank-driven shaft. The 
result was superb stone vessels and the development of a new 
and highly r efin ed craft (Fig. 57). 

Stimulated perhaps by his rival who was producing such 
beautiful stone vases, the potter at this time also made a great 
advance in his ancient art. For ages, since his ancestors of the 
lower alluvium, who already lay buried many feet below the 
potter's yard, he had laboriously built up his vessels by hand. 
But now he perfected what was perhaps at first merely a re
volving bench, till it emerged as the familiar potter's wheel, the 
ancestor of the lathe, upon which his clay vessels were now 
turned. 

Thus before 3000 B.C. Egyptian craftsmen devised two re
volving machines, involving the essential principle of the wheel, 
with a vertical axis; but the wheel as a burden-bea1'ing device 
with a h01'izontal axis (unless as employed in the pulley block?) 
did not arise in Egypt. It was first used in Asia. On the basis 
of these devices, and a long list of metal tools highly specialized, 
there arose a large group of sharply differentiated crafts, among 
which was the important art of glaze-making, the forerunner 
of the first production of glass. All these crafts were carried 
on by the first great body of indust?'ial population known in 
history. They were in existence before 3000 B.C. 

The great African game preserve at the southeast corner of 
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the Mediterranean, which once supported only detached groups 
of hunters wandering through the jungle, had become a huge 
social laboratory, where these Stone Age hunters had been 
transformed first into plowmen and shepherds and then into 
handicraftsmen. In the course of this process civilization arose 
and gained a stable political basis in the thousand years between 
4000 and 3000 B.C. 

Thus supported upon an economic foundation of agriculture, 
animal husbandry and manufacturing industries, arose the first 
great state on the Mediterranean, indeed the first great state 
in the world, at a time when all the rest of mankind was still 
living in Stone Age barbarism. Such a stable fabric of organi
zation, under the power of the old falcon chieftain, once ruler 
only of Upper Egypt, but now sole head of all the Egyptian 
people, had shif,ted man from a struggle with exclusively natural 
forces, into a new arena where he must thenceforth contend 
with social forces, and out of his crucible of social struggle 
were to issue new values of a different order, like social justice, 
the value of right conduct, and hopes of happiness beyond the 
grave based upon worthy character-conceptions in which the 
Nile dwellers were as far in advance of the world about them 
as they were in their conquest of the material world. 

This extraordinarv forward movement of man before 3000 
B.C. in the vicinity of" the junction between the two continents, 
Africa and Eurasia, could not go on without important effects 
on the advance of man in Western Asia. It is evident that here 
too man had been pushing forward since Paleolithic times, and 
his ultimate progress in the whole region around the eastern 
end of the Mediterranean and down the Tigris-Euphrates valley 
was to have a profound influence on the career of man in the 
Mediterranean and thus upon the course of general human 
history. 

The chronological r elations of the cultures on the Nile and 
the Euphrates have not yet been definitely determined. Just 
as in the case of Egypt, so with regard to Babylonia, the ex
cessively remote dates once current have been shown to be un
tenable. They have been given wide currency by de Morgan 
and others. De Morgan bases his conclusions upon two bodies 
of evidence. First the chronology once drawn from the written 
documents; and second his own excavations at Susa, the lead
ing town in the old Elamite country on the east of Babylonia. 
Dr. King of the British Museum long ago discovered evidence 
which showed that the chronology drawn from the written 
documents which dated King Sargon of Akkad in the thirty
eighth century B.C. was impossible. De Morgan's distinguisherl 
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countryman, Thureau-Dangin, has only in the last few months 
pu~lishe~ ~ conclusive reconstruction, leaving nothing to be 
desIred. m .Its finality-a reconstruction which places Sargon 
well thIS SIde of 2800 and our earliest written documents of 
Babylonia hardly earlier than the thirty-first century B.C. 

As to de Morgan's earliest periods at Susa, he dates them 
by their relative depth, that is by the amount of accumulated 
rubbish over them. Such rubbish produced by the detrition or 
violent destruction of sun-dried brick buildings, will of course 
accumulate at a rate variable from site to site and country to 
co.untry, .dep~nding. on a wide range of height of the buildings, 
wld~]~ dlffermg thIckness of the walls, the varying rapidity of 
detrItIon caused by the differing amount of rainfall and the 
uncertain number of the successive violent destructions. Fol
lowing de Morgan, R. Pumpelly has made similar calculations 
for the age of the lower strata in his excavations of the ancient 
city of Anau in Turkestan. Among other data as a basis he 
to?k the ve~y sl.ow accun:ulati~n of such rubbish in Eg~pt, 
WIthout takmg mto conSIderatIOn the difference in rainfall 
(E.gypt having ~ractically none), the difference in height of 
b~1l1dI~gs and thIckness of walls, and the politically sheltered 
sItuatIon of Upper Egyptian cities which exposed them to less 
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frequent destruction than the cities of AsiaY Such calcula
tions have no value. 

The development of civilized man on the lower Euphrates 
had undoubtedly been going on for ages before the date of his 
earliest surviving written documents (thirty-first century B.C.), 

but the age of that development has yet to be established; for 
unfortunately the prehistoric stages of Babylonian culture have 
not yet been recovered. 

The river terraces of the Euphrates, such as we see in Fig. 
60 overlooking a beautiful island, have not been investigated 
geologically, paleontolog ically or archeologically at all. It is 
evident that man dwelt between the Euphrates and the Mediter
ranean in Paleolithic tin:es. His remains and his stone imple
ments may therefore lie under and along these Euphrates ter
races as t hey do along the Nile. They have indeed been found 
in Palestine and along the Phcenician coast, in caves, so strati
fied as to leave no doubt of their Paleolithic origin. From these 
early stages until the earliest written documents on the Baby
lonian alluvium (about thirty-first century B.c.), we have no 
evidence for the course of the development in western Asia. 

It is, 110·.72'.'2r, already perfectl': clear that while the Nile 
valley made the earlier advance, and was t he earliest home of 
civilization, there was reciprocal influence between the two 
early cultures on the Nile and the Euphrates. Thus the mace 

~-------------------------------------------------. 

FIG. 61. j';GY I'TL\ )i AXD BABY L LlCSIACS ~J.\CE·lIE.\DS OF THE SAllE FOIDI. 

2:: It may be added that Dr. Hubert Schmidt, the able archeologist 
attached to the Anau excavations, dated the oldest remains found there at 
about 2000 B.C. 
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PIG. 132. EGYP'.rL\.~ A~D B .\ BYLO::-\L\X crLl:\fJEH SE .\LS OF T EE S.:\)'I £ FUJDf. 

head which we find in Egypt far back in the fourth millennium 
B.C. is also found along the Euphrates many centuries later 
(Fig. 61). Similarly the cylinder seal employed for sealing 
clay is fo und on the Nile centuries earlier than our earliest 
Babylonian example of it (Fig. 62) . The rlecorative arrange
ment of balanced animal figures (Fig. 63), especially with a 
human fIgure in the middle, i3 found on the Nile well back 

I';"'IG. 63. EGYl'TIAX .\:"\1) BAnYLO~L\~ DECOH.\'l'H-F. DEHIG\'S. )Iac1e up of nnimuJ 
tigul"ps bainIl('ed nntitbe tienIly on eithf' l' side of n humnn figure . 
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toward 4000 B.C., and our earliest examples in Babylonia cannot 
be dated earlier than the thirty-second century B.C. In such 
matters it should be remembered, however, that an inferior 
civilization often makes contributions to a superior culture. We 
have only to remember the source of tobacco, maize, potatoes 
and the like to illustrate this fact. There will, therefore, have 
been mutual exchange between the Nile and the Euphrates at a 
very remote date, and some of these parallels here exhibited may 
be examples of such mutual interchange. 

This process created a great Egypto-Babylonian culture 
nucleus on both sides of the inter-continental bridge connecting 
Africa and Eurasia. It brought forth the earliest civilization 
in the thousand years between 4000 and 3000 B.C., while all the 
rest of the world continued in Stone Age barbarism or savagery. 
Then after 3000 B.C. began the diffusion of civilization from the 
Egypto-Babylonian culture center. The best illustration of 
what then took place is furnished by our own New World. In 
only two places on the globe have men advanced unaided from 
Stone Age barbarism to the possession of agriculture, metal and 
writing. One of these centers is that which we have been study
ing here in the Old World; the other is here in the New World.24 

Just as the Egypto-Babylonian culture center grew up at the 
junction between the two continents, Africa and Eurasia, as the 
oldest and the original center of civilization in the Old World, 
so here in the New World the oldest and original center of 
civilization likewise developed along and on each side of the 
inter-continental bridge. The far-reaching labors of a great 
group of Americanists have shown clearly that from this cul
ture center in the inter-continental region of the Western Hemi
sphere a process of diffusion of civilization went on northward 
and southward into the two continents of the New World, and 
that process was still going on when the period of discovery and 
colonization began. That which we accept as a matter of course 
as we study the New World center, was obviously going on for 
thousands of years around the Old World center, although a 
provincially minded classicism has blinded the world to the 
facts. It remains for us in the next lecture, therefore, to follow 
the lines of culture diffusion, diverging from the Egypto-Baby
Ionian group and stimulating Europe and inner Asia to rise 
from Stone Age barbarism to civilization. 

24 See the present writer's article, "The Place of the Near Orient in 
the Career of Man, and the Task of the American Orientalist" (presiden
tial address before the American Oriental Society, in Journ. of the Am. 
Or. Soc., June, 1919). 
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THE ORIGINS OF CIVILIZATION 

By Profes~or JAMES HENRY BREASTED 

T H E UNIVERSITY OF CH ICAGO 

LECTURE TWO 

THE EARLIEST CIVILIZATION AND ITS TRANSITION TO EUROPE 

We have seen how the Stone Age hunters of the Nile grad
ually gained agriculture, domestic animals, metal, writing and 
industries, and leaving behind the men of the Mediterranean 
world elsewhere, in the thousand years between 4000 and 3000 
B.C. transformed their northeast African game preserve into the 
first great state, regulated and controlled by a highly organized 
administration. This progress and especially its culmination in 
the thirtieth century B.C. is graphically visualized in the dia-

gram in Fig. 65. 
No. 1 at the extreme left end represents the pit grave, the 

only type of burial known until nearly 4000 B.C., which we saw 
in the first discussion. Surmounted by a low mound of sand, 
with perhaps a circle of stones around it, this earliest burial 
was the germ of the pyramid of stone masonry. We can trace 
the development from stage to stage-a development slow and 
gradual as civilization arose between 4000 and 3000 B.C., but 
quickening with surprising swiftness after passing 3000, that 
is during the thirtieth century, between 3000 and 2900 B.C. 

Hardly more than a generation before this thirtieth century 
the first example of hewn stone masonry was laid, and in the 
generation after this thirtieth century the Great Pyramid of 
Gizeh was built. With amazingly accelerated development the 
Egyptian passed from the earliest example of stone masonry 
just before 3000 B.C. to the Great P yramid just after 2900. 
The great-grandfathers built the first stone masonry wall a 
generation or so before 3000 B.C. , and the great-grandsons 
erected the Great Pyramid of Gizeh, within a generation after 
2900. It will be seen that this development falls chiefly in the 
century between 3000 and 2900 B.C., that is the thirtieth cen-
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The ol(lest known s uperstructure of stoBc,-built by tile :1 l'cllitect l mll o tep ( 30th 
cen t n]' ), Il.C. ). 

tury B.C., which for this reason occupies more space in the 
diagram than the thousand years which precede it. No cen
tury in the history of man, except the nineteenth century of our 
era, has witnessed as rapid an expansion of man's control of 
material forces as the thirtieth century B.C. 

It is therefore of great interest to contemplate the most 
revolutionary monument of that revolutionary century, the 
earliest stone building in existence (Fig. 66). This monument 
marks definitely the transition from sun-dried brick to stone 
masonry. It was erected as the tomb of King Zoser of the 
Third Dynasty, by his chief physician and architect Imhotep. 
This great man, the first builder of monumental architecture 
in stone, is little known, his fame having been rather ground
lessly shifted to King Solomon by our friends, the modern Free 
Masons. Nevertheless we should not forget that he was the 
first builder to put up a great superstructure of stone 200 feet 
high, which still survives as the earliest stone building in 
existence. Imhotep's fame as a physician has eclipsed his repu
tation as an architect. He became the Asclepias of the Greeks. 
the lEsculapius of the Romans, and thus passed into the great 
company of the ancient gods. 

___ _____ -!.;JL--------------------.-.--- .- - .- .. - .... 
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'1 he vast cemetery buildings which followed Imhotep's in
troduction of stone masonry superstructures reveal to us the 
first great civilized age of human history, an age to which these 
structures have given their name, so that it is commonly called 
the Pyramid Age. It lasted nearly 500 years from a little after 
3000 to a little after 2500 B.C. The monuments and cemeter:,. 
buildings of Gizeh are the monumental expression of the capac
ity of the first great state in human history. 

They suggest a vista never to be forgotten. Out along the 
desert margin (Fig. 67) is many a grave of the prehistoriC 
Egyptian peasant. The low sand or gravel heap, which once 
marked it, is the lineal ancestor of the vast monuments of Gizeh, 
the most tremendous feat of engineering ever achieved by 
ancient man. What a development is here! Not merely a. 
development in the mechanical arts, which beginning with the 
sand heap have at last achieved the pyramid, but also a develop
ment in the organization of government and society, which 
slovvlv advancing in the thousand years or more which lie be
twee~ the sand heap and the pyramid, has gradually passed 
from the feeble initiative and limited powers of the individual 
to the elaborate capacities of a highly organized state, so effi
cient that it is able with unerring precision to concentrate all 

FlG. 67. THE CE ~lETEUY OF GI ZEH SEE:'i1 F RO'1 A:'i1 AEROPLA"E. These pyramids 
are the tombs of the kin gs and royal ladies of the Fourth Dynasty (about 2900 to 
2750 B.C. ). 'rhey are surrouuded hy the massive r ectangular ~asonry tombs or 
.. mas tabas" of the nobles and officials of the smne pcn od. (Copynght by Moussault, 

N. Y.) 
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its vast r esources of wealth and labor and mechanical skill upon 
one supreme achievement never later to be surpassed. 
. The ~r~at Pyramid of Gizeh (Fig. 68) is the most impres

SIve survl~mg :vitness to the final emergence of organized man 
from prehIstOrIC chaos and local conflict, for it discloses him to 
us as he con:es for the first time completely under the power of 
a far-reachmg . and comprehensive centralization effected by 
one all-controllmg sovereign hand. Not the least remarkable 
aspect. of this State is the sovereign's confidence in its efficiency. 
He:e ~s a tomb containing 2,300,000 blocks of limestone, ea~h 
welgh~ng ~bout .two and a half tons, the assembling and erection 
of WhICh m thIS building r equired the labor of one hundred 

(
C' ~T~; . os. _ TI:E .un).;,\'!' 1'1'n .\:.IID OF G1ZElI, T H E TO:\IH (W 'I'!!B l'.I-J.\iL\OTT Klll'FU 

_IIEOPS), BLILT I l' TilE '£WE"'l·Y·;< I NTTI CEN T U l'Y I' C It is til 1" t t sin.t. .. . . ~ ',. e ,1l ges s one su per-
, lC .UI e evel eU1ctf.'d 'vh(~thel' 111 :lllc i('n t 01' (except l'C'cently) in m OdeI'll t im es. 

thousand men for some twenty years. Consider the daring 
imagination which could look out over this plat eau, when it 
stood bare ~nd empty, before its occupation by this building, 
and. measurmg off a square containing thirteen acres dared to 
b~gm covering it with a pile of stone masonry nearly 500 feet 
hIgh. What must have been the mental quality of a man whose 
great-grandfathers had put together the first piece of stone 
masonry, and whcse grandfathers had put up the first stone 
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superstructure-what must have been the mental quality of a 
ruler who dared to plan and undertake a tomb of such colossal 
proportions that no such structure ever later attempted has ap
proached it in size or in quality of workmanship! Such con
siderations give us an impressive measure of the Pharaoh's con
fidence in the efficiency of his administrative machine. 

He must likewise have had great confidence in the ability of 
his builders to meet the difficult problems which at once con
f ronted them as they mounted the Gizeh plateau and began lay
ing out the ground plan of the vast royal tomb which they were 
called upon to erect. One finds it difficult to imagine the feel
ings of these earliest architects, the great-grandsons of the men 
who had laid the first stone masonry, as they paced off the pre
liminary plan and found an elevation in the surface of the 
desert which prevented t hem from sighting diagonally from 
corner to corner and applying directly a well-known old Egyp
tian method of erecting an accurate perpendicular by means of 
measuring off a hypotenuse. 

It is evident, however, that the Egyptian engineers early 
learned to carry a straight line over elevations of the earth's 
surface, 01' a plane around the bends of the Nile. In his en
deavor to r ecord the var ying Nile levels in all latitudes the 
Egyptian engineer was confronted by nice problems in survey
ing even more exacting than those which he met in the Great 
P yramid. A study of the surviving nilometer s has disclosed 
the fact~ ;; that their zero points, always well below lowest water, 
are all in one plane. This plane inclines as does the flood slope, 
from south to north. The Pharaoh's engineer s succeeded in 
carrying the line in the same sloping plane, around innumerable 
bends in the river for some seven hundred miles from the sea 
to the First Cataract. It is not surprising in view of the diffi
culty of the feat, accomplished as it necessarily was with primi
tive instruments about which we know nothing-it is not sur
prising under these circumstances, that although they kept their 
line in one plane, they did not succeed in establishing the slope 
of their line exactly parallel with the flood slope. Later, how
ever, when they extended this line up river they succeeded 
in carrying it very closely parallel with the flood slope for some 
two hundred miles further southward to the Second Cataract. 

The builders of the Great Pyramid were therefore already 
in possession of the methods which enabled the Pharaoh's engi
neers to lay out a seven-hundred mile line of nilometers in one 
plane. The sockets cut into the limestone surface of the desert 

25 L. Borchardt, "Nilmesser und Nilstandsmarken." 
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. 1"' IG . . GO. HECT.\ XGtT L,\H ~tWK ET crT I :,\: '1'HE ~Nr rn:; ROCK F::'\!)PHI Yl :,,\ (' TIn' 

Gm:.vl' PYRA.)[lD. In t bis socket the nort hea st corner -stone of the lHli-l d i~ &' W;8' laid :' 
It was earned off llJ' the Mosl ems. '" , 

plateau in which the cornerstones of the Great Pyramid were 
laid, still survive (Fig. 69), though the cornerstones themselves 
have been quarried out by Moslem vandals. These sockets en
able~ Petrie to establish the length of the sides as 755 feet. The 
maXImum error he found to be .63 of an inch, that is less than 
one fourteen-thousandth of the total length of the side. The 
:rror of angle at the corners he found to be 12" of a degree, that 
IS o~e twenty-s: ven-thousandth of the right angle which the 
archItect had laId out at the cornel'. 

It i.s not a little interesting to fo llow the methods by which 
an agl'l~ultural people in a few generations developed the power 
to mampulate such vast masses of architectural materials as 
the Pharaoh's ar~hitects were then called upon to r ear nearly 
500 feet abo~e thIS ground plan. The ruins of other pyramids 
and a pyramId left in an unfinished state at Gizeh have revealed 
mu~h of the p~oce~s of construction. Sun-dried brick ramps 
w~lch were bUIlt hIgher as the pyramid rose, furnished an in
clmed plane up which the stone blocks were dragged by main 
strength on wooden sledges. Just how each block was shifted 
from the sledge to its particular place in the structure is still 
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uncertain; for the description of the device for this purpose left 
us by Herodotus is not clear. The indications now are that the 
pulley-block was already available, but it is unlikely that its 
ability to multiply power was understood. After the comple
tion of the building the ramps were taken down (Fig. 70). 

The most remarkable feat of engineering involved in the 
erection of the Great Pyramid is probably the construction 
chambers rising in a series over the sepulcher chamber (Fig. 
71). We have here a series of five roofs, the lowest built of 
granite blocks about twenty-seven feet long, s:x feet high and 
over four feet thick. They weigh some fifty-four tons each. 
After being quarried at the First Cataract these heavy blocks 
were brought six hundred miles down the river, dragged up to 
the plateau and then up the brick ramps to a level perhaps two 
hundred feet above th e pavement, where they were so laid that 
they might protect the burial chamber from being crushed in by 
the weight of more than two hundred vertical feet of masonry 
rising above it. The princ:ple which the pyramid engineers seem 
to have had in mind, was a mistaken one. They seem to have 
thought that if the topmost granite roof gave way, it was a good 
thing to have another ready just below it. The series of granite 
roofs is therefore of purely contingent value. They are crowned 
however, by a wiser construction of enormous limestone beams, 
an arch in principle but in appearance a peak roof. These vast 

F'fIG. 70. TJXF J ~ H; llED !'y ltA:\fTD AT GJ7.1;: H, ~H (lWI~G S U).;-DItI ED BHIC1\: ItA ).!!';:;) F01~ 

CARItYl"G t;l ' B C ILDI XG M.\TEWAL. (R estol'ed nitel' Hoelsch el'.) 
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Fro . 7 1: SRPGr.CIlHE CII :DI1n:n IX 'rIrE GHE.,\'f P YHA).un 01" GrZEH. Sb o \vinO' 
fi;e pl'ec:llmonnl'Y const ruction ch:1mhel's " bOH it intended to C" tTy the vas t IHll'de; 
ot t he ovel'l;nl1g: Il1:lS0nl'y . 

beams of 1.im~stone r eceive the colossal burden on their peak, 
and by the~r SIdeward thrust transfer it to the core masonry of 
the pyramId on each side of the sepulcher chamber, and thus 
save the roof of the latter from being crushed in. The effective
ness of the struc ture is strikingly brought out by the fact that 
although the beams of the horizontal granite roof immediately 
over the burial chamber have been broken short off entirely 
across the chamber by an ancient earthquake, neverthel ess the 
contiguous ends of the beams on each side of the fracture have 
hardly settled perceptibly. 

The ponderous mechanics of which the pyramid engineers 
were m~ster is impressively illus trated by the enormous mass of 
stone ChIPS produced by the army of stone-cutters who wrought 
2,?00,000 two-and-a-half ton blocks of limestone for the pyra
mId masonry. The accumulation of this rubbish had to be dis
posed of, and the foremen had it carried to the edge of the 
plateau and shot over the face of the cliff where it stilI lies at 
the angle of rest. It is equal in bulk to about half of the mass 
of the pyramid itself. 2G 

2G The best survey of the Great Pyramid has been furnished by Pt' 
"Th P 'd d TIe rle, e . yraml s an emp es of Gizeh," to which the above discussion is 
much mdebted. 
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The industrial ability of the Nile-dwellers, which we found 
advancing so rapidly in the Early Dynasties, had in no way 
lagged behind the extraordinary engineering capacity which we 
have just been noticing. The skilful craftsmanship displayed 
in the cutting of the blocks for the Great Pyramid was certainly 
not to be expected from men whose great-grandfathers had laid 
the first stone masonry. The rough core masonry forming the 
present exterior of the building (Fig. 68) was originally 
sheathed in a magnificent cuirass of casing masonry extending 
from summit to base. Only a few blocks of this casing still sur
vive along the base on the north side of the pyramid (Fig. 72). 
They were quarried away as building material by the Moslem 
builders of Cairo, especially from the fourteenth century A.D. 

In such finished masonry Petrie found joints displaying a con
tact of one five-hundredth of an inch, and joints of this kind are 
sometimes ten or twelve feet long. As Petrie has well said, we 
find here an accuracy like that of the manufacturing optician 
applied on a scale of acres. 

The sovereign control of refractory materials by these con
summate craftsmen at the beginning of the P yramid Age is well 
illustrated by the new means of drilling which they had devised 
and the skill with which they applied it. The crank-drill of the 
Early Dynasties (Fig. 56) with a cutting edge of stone, which 

FI (L 7:! . B I.OCKS OF C AS l NG :\L\ SO~ BY OF '£H E L OW EST COL"nSB 8T H .I.. I ~ P OS I 

'1'10:-; ON TIiE ~OH'rj[ S lD " OF T H E GIll,,\T P YHA'lI D. (l'botog l':lph by L. Dow 
Cov ington. ) 
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F In. 7 R. l ~SP T'\"I R IIEJj G u.,\X I'I'E Y .\ S E WIT H ~err E n OTTO) f Or TI T!<; (;om;; LEFT BY 

T I Ill TL' BL'L.Ut DUlLI. YIS IBLJ, .\'1' n IEJ BAS E OF T Il), BOltE. (In the F idd :liuseum of 
l'ia tuJ'al His (oJ'Y, Chicago. ) 
F tG. 7-1-. COUE H1WKE,X 01 ' '.(' ( IF .\ ITULB ),L\llI~ T:Y .\. TCBUL.\R Dn LT.L AS SH OW~ ] 7\ Til E 

P HEC I·: OI.,\G 11' I UCJ:l~ . (From n pil otogr'nph by l'(l tl'i c.) 

involved cutting out the entire mass of material included within 
its cylindrical bore, had been superseded by a tubular drill, pre
sumably of copper reinforced by some cutting powder. It 
economized labor by boring around an interior core, which could 
later be broken away with a single blow (Figs. 73 and 74). 
This hollow tubular drill is a device which has been reinvented 
in our own time. The highly developed industries growing out 
of this ingenuity and skill in craftsmanship are elaborately dis
played in colored relief sculptures in the masonry tombs of the 
nobles of the period at Gizeh (Fig. 67) and elsewhere in the 
great cemeteries of the P yramid Age. Perhaps nothing better 
exemplifies the attainments which made Egypt the mother of 
arts than the sumptuous work of the lapidary and goldsmith 
(Fig. 75), which was already on its way to reach a supreme 

level of attainment never surpassed and rarely equaled in mod
ern times. 

The pyramid cemeteries likewise reveal to us the remark
able progress of this earliest highly cultivated age in archi
tecture. In the development of fundamental architectural 

F IG. 7;:;. GOLDS'II'l'H 'S \i'OHK S IIOP IX TIl E PY RA'l![) AGE . Upp e,' "Ote : At left 
chi ef golds mith weig bs out cos tly s tones and a s cribe records tbe weights ' next s ix 
men wi t b blow· pipes are blowing a fi re in a sma ll clay furn ace; next a WOI''' ;nan PflUI'S 

out paste; a t rigbt end fou l' men arc beating g old leaf. JHdrllc r ow: Pieces of 
fin is hed jCII'd ry. LOIf'e,' "0"': 'Yol'kmen sea t ed at low b€'nciles n re pu tting t ogether 
and engraving pieces of j ewelry. i'i ev€l'al of t hese men a re dwarfs. 
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forms the so-called Second Pyramid of Gizeh (Fig. 76), built by 
Khafre (Greek Che/ren, Fig. 77), displays some remarkable ad
vances, especially in the buildings connected with it. The un
precedented exaltation of the Pharaoh's power and station was 
converting his tomb into a great architectural complex where 
the ancient and originally simple practices for the maintenance 
of the dead were carried on with a sumptuous magnificence 
which required a fitting architectural setting. The food, drink 
and clothing once regularly presented to the dead by merely 

FIG. 7G. SECO.\ U PYHA~ITD O F GI ZElJ. B C l v r BY KI :\G Kl-I.H ' J: E 1.\ T il l: 28TH 

CE:\: 'l'GRY J:.C. A bonnet of casing mn ~onry is still pr'esel' \" i:'<l a t t h e s ummit; below 
on the left we <li scc l'll the l'uins of the mTnmi<l-temple <lescl' ibecl in t he t ext and 
s h own in l:' ig. i n. (B y U' ndel'wood & Cn<1el'wootl, CopYl'i g h t.) 

setting it down before the simple tomb, now required a large 
and splendid building erected on the east side of the pyramid 
facing the royal city in the valley below. This building had 
thus become a mortuary temple, which we call a pyramid 
temple. Here ministered an endowed priesthood whose sole 
duty it was to maintain the offerings for the royal dead in the 
temple. They lived in the royal city below, and a long gallery, 
built of stone masonry a quarter of a mile in length, furnished 
them a convenient corridor, by means of which they could reach 
the temple above (Fig. 78). Giving access to this long cor-

VUL, x - 7, 
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F'IG. 77 . DI OHl'l' E POH'l'HA IT OF Kl::\ G KlIA F'HP.J R CILDEH OF THE SECO-:\D P Y R.\i\(ID OF 

GIZEIl (20TH CE~T(JnY B.C. ) 

ridor there was at the lower or townward end, a monumental 
portal building, which seems to have served also as an addi
tional and more conveniently accessible mortuary temple. It 
has therefore been appropriately termed by Reisner the" valley 
temple." All these parts making up the new and extensive 
pyramid complex may be easily recognized in Fig. 78. 

In the develop'ment and design of these accessory structures 
the pyramid builders were confronted by fundamental problems 
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of monumental architecture, in the solution of which they made 
great advances. Chief among these problems was that of 
carrying the roof over the void, and likewise the lighting of a 
hall with very thick side walls. To carry the roof over the void 
the Gizeh architects introduced into the hall a series of 
massive rectangular piers, each pier a monolithic block of 
polished granite (Fig. 80), brought from the First Cataract. 
The problem of lighting such a hall was met by raising higher 
than the roof on either side a middle section of the roof sym
metrically placed along the axis of the building. The difference 
in level between this higher central portion of the roof and the 
lower portions on each side was occupied by light chutes, which 
furnished light to the hall through the roof (Fig. 79). The 
pyramid architects had thus produced an incipient nave roofed 
by a clerestory, with openings for light which were the ances
tors of clerestory windows, and the fundamental elements of 
the basilica and its child the Christian basilica cathedral were 
therefore devised by the early Egyptian builders of the twenty
ninth century B.C. 

Within three generations and not much more than a century 
after the erection of Khafre's splendid hall at Gizeh, the royal 
architects of Egypt were looking back upon the Gizeh buildings 
as crude and archaic. At Abusir, a few miles up the margin 
of the desert south of Gizeh, they were erecting for the Phar
aohs of the Fifth Dynasty (2750 to 2625 B.C.) a wonderful 

F IG. 78. HESTORA'l'IO:-1 OF THE GrZE H CEMETERY. (After Hoelscher. ) The 
Great Pyramid of K hnfu (Cheops) is on the right, from the summit of which the 
view in Fig 76 was t aken; and the Second P yramid of Khafre is on the lef t , with its 
temple and caus eway or cover ed cOlTidor connecting the t emple above with t he royal 
city below. Bes ide the " valley temple " g iYing access to the corridor is the Great 
Sphinx, a port rait of Kh a fre. 
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}o' 1(;, 7~). 1 .'\(, 11'1 1-::,\ '1' ( ' LEHfo: S'I'O HY T _~ T 1: E I L\Ll. OF 1'1: I': Y.\LLJ'; ), TI·; :\ll'L E OF 

KIJ.~F Hl·; AT OrZEl! 1HH .!..'!' 1X ~l'lIE 2!) 'l' 1t CI':.\" TCltY B. C. The narrow li ght -chutes 
occupying the diffcr(,n ce in level hetween a hig-her roof over the nave nnd n lower 
roof bes ide it are th e lineal ancestors of t he clerestory w indows of European a rch i
tt'ctme. T he obliqne ligh t which t hey admit is s een in Fi g. 80. 

series of tombs (Fig. 81) displaying remarkable progress in 
architecture. The Abusir pyramids themselves were to be sure 
much smaller and less imposing than those of Gizeh, but the 
pyramid temples at Abusir gave the Fifth Dynasty architects 
opportunities not presented by the pyramid form which was a 
matter already settled. In place of the bare rectangular Gizeh 
piers of a century earlier the Abusir architects designed a 
series of supports (Fig. 82) each representing a conventional
ized palm tree, the trunk of which formed the shaft of a 
column, the capital being the graceful crown of foliage sur
mounting the whole. Thus emerged at the hands of Egyptial1 
architects in the middle of the twenty-eighth century B.C. the 
earliest known columns and the first colonnades (Fig. 83). 

These earliest colonnades are notable not only as such, but 
also because they are the earliest outstanding examples of the 
Egyptian use of decorative motives taken from the vegetable 

. .. -.... - -.. ~-- .------------..-----------------
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world. It showed the way for the development of the rich 
fund of decorative beauty which the architects and artists of 
western Asia and Europe, following Egypt, afterward discov
ered in vegetable forms, as they brought forth such things as 
the Corinthian column or the sumptuous carving of the Gothic 
cathedrals. Moving along the same line the Abusir architects 
also devised charming columns by the use of the lotus and 
papyrus, of which the latter became very common. 

It is impossible within the limits of this brief sketch to dis
cuss the social and governmental development which went on 
parallel with the amazingly rapid mechanical, industrial, artis
tic and architectural advance at which we have been glancing. 

FIG. 80. REwrOllATIO::{ OP CLEItESTORY HALL I:N THE VALLEY TEI1IPLE OF KI-IAFUE 

AT GIZ~I. (After Hoelscher.) This is the hall seen beside the Great Sphinx at the 
foot of the long corridor in Fig. 78. A double row of the rectangular piers seen here 
supports a roof higher than that on either side of it and thus forms a real nave. 
The oblique light comes through the light-chutes, or incipient clerestory windows, as 
shown in Fig. 79. 
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As \ve recall the Nile valley of the Pleistocene Age, we are 
conscious of the marvelous transition through which it has 
passed. We of America are especially fitted to visualize and 
to understand the wonderful transformation of a wilderness 
into a land of splendid cities. But the men whose powers of 
achievement planted great and prosperous cities along the once 
lonely trails of our own broad land, received art, architecture, 
industry, commerce and social and governmental traditions as 
an inheritance f rom earlier times. There was an age, however, 
when the development from barbarism to civilization with all 
its impressive outward manifestations in art and architecture 
had to be accomplished for the first time. That happened along 
the Nile, and it seems therefore like a magical transition, as we 
see the trail of the Stone Age hunter leading up from the river 
through the jungle marsh, transformed into an avenue of sculp
tured sphinxes and tall obelisks ; while in the background where 
once the trail t erminated at the hunter's group of wattle huts 
peeping through the r eeds, there rises a stately city adorned 
,'vith imposing temples and monuments of stone. 

The prehistoric hunter whose self-expression was quite con
tent to ply the flint graving tool in carving symmetrical lines 
of game beasts along the ivory handle of a flint dagger has been 
transformed by fifty generations of social evolution into a royal 
architect, able to t ransmute his visions of a great state into 
architectural forms of dignity and splendor, launching great 
bodies of organized craftsmen upon the quarries of the Nile 
cliffs, and summoning thence stately and rhythmic colonnades, 
imposing temples and a vast rampart of pyramids, the great
est tombs ever erected by the hand of man. We must regard 
these things, therefore, as the outward and monumental expres
sion of man's social and governmental advance, with which we 
must also remember his unfolding inner life had kept even 
pace. The quickened imaginat ion which finds expression in 
noble architectural forms is to a large extent a product of social 
development, of an imposing vision of the kingship and of the 
state, as well as of the exalted station of the gods who guide 
the state. These were new fo rces unknown to the life of the 
primitive hunters who elsewhere outside of the Egypto-Baby
Ionian group, still continued to live by the chase throughout 
most of the world, or had here and there, within reach of influ
ences from the Egypto-Babylonian group, made a beginning 
in agriculture and cattle-breeding. 

In view of the tiny city-kingdoms, disunited and fighting 
among themselves, which at this time were the only organized 

pJ{~ . 82. 
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SAIICHE AI' ABl': Sll:. (Compare Fig. 81.) 

states in Babylonia, it is evident that the first great civilized 
nation of highly cultivated life had come into being on the Nile. 
Such a fab ric of civilized life developed by a great community 
of. several mi:lion souls could not exist for five hundred years 
WIthout exer tmg a pr ofound influence in the adjacent Medi ter
ranean upon which it looked out and likewise in neighboring 
Asia which began at the eastern delta gates. The evidences 
for early Egyptian influences mov~ng across the Mediterranean 

1,' lC";, S:1 , HERTOIL\TH) :'\'" ()I.' TJ-JE C OLOSX.\l>ED COt'HT Ul~' 'rITE PYJLLUID TI-J?\IJ) LE OF 

SAIJI:HE . (Afte r Borchardt . ) From tbe co lu mns found as shown in Fi g. 82 it was 
n ot d.tfi c tll t to r estore t he court as it wa s left by t he architects. This court is t he 
oldes t co lonnaded s t ructure now 1<110Wll in t h t: history of architecture, hn\·in .... been 
erected not long after the middle of the ~8 1·b cen tury R e. It is eYidentlv t be 
,":<:estor of t he colonnaded courts of lI(,!lellis tic Europe :1 S s hown in Fig. 12:1 .. 
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FIG. 84. EARLIEST REPRESE1'TATIO~ 01' A S EA-GOING S 'HIP, POUND AMONG THE 

WALL RELIEFS 11' T H E P Vl<A)IID TEMPLE OF SAHURE. (After Bor chardt.) Tbe 
Pharaoh s of the Third Dynasty in the 30th cen t ury B .C. were a lready carrying on 
commerce in the Mediterranean w ith such ships as thi s, a lthough this relief scene 
wa's sculptured in the middle of the 28th cent ury. Such vessels r epresent t he be· 
ginning of salt sea n aviga tion. 

and entering Stone Age Europe are now obvious enough. From 
a study of the archaic remains of Crete Sir Arthur Evans ob
serves: "The possibility of some actual immigration into the 
island of the older Egyptian element . . . can not be ex
cluded."27 The excavation of the Abusir pyramids and temples 
has revealed the ships which carried these Egyptian influences 
across the eastern Mediterranean (Fig. 84). These are the 
earliest known sailing ships and the earliest sea-going craft of 
which we know the form and rig. When the Mediterranean 
peoples, like the Phrenicians, afterward likewise took to the sea, 
their ships (Fig. 116) were reproductions of these Egyptian 
vessels. It is therefore evident that the Egyptian sailing ships 
which crossed the Mediterranean at the beginning of the Pyr
amid Age as early as the thirtieth century B.C. were not only 
the first sea-going ships devised by man, but were likewise the 
ancestors of all salt-water craft of the early world, and hence 
of the modern world also. The native shipping of East Indian 
waters to this day exhibits details and characteristics which 
are of unmistakable ancient Egyptian origin. 

2 7 " New Archreological Lights on the Origins of Civilization in 
Europe," presidential address before the British Association, 1916, re
printed Annual Rep. Smithsonian ' lnst., 1917, p. 441. 
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THE ORIGINS OF CIVILIZATION 

By Professor JAMES HENRY BREASTED 

THE UN IVERSITY OF CHICAGO 

LECTURE TWO 

THE EARLIEST CIVILIZATION AND ITS TRANSITION TO EUROPE. II 

Just as the Central American culture, particularly in Yuca
tan, was in close contact with Cuba in pre-Columbian t imes, so 
the shipping of the Pharaohs in the Pyramid Age maintained 
frequent intercourse with Crete. The map (Fig. 85) shows us 
how Crete, the southeastern island outpost of Europe, is thrust 
fa r out into the Mediterranean toward Egypt, almost opposite 
the mouths of the Nile. This intercourse was facilitated by 
favor ing winds and currents making the three hundred and 
forty mile interval a matter of a few days' sail. Thus the prod
ucts of the Nile craftsmen began to find their way into Crete 
after 3000 B.C. 

It can be no accident that the appearance of metal in Crete 
and on the neighboring mainland of Asia coincides in date with 
the appearance of the first sea-going ships built by the Phar
aohs. The peculiar copper dagger of Egypt, ornamented with 
lines diverging from a central rib, passed across Europe and 

A 
E gypt 

H 
Italy 

C 
Jura Alountains 

D 
Denmark 

!.-'IG. 86. CorrER DAGGE RS Cl.l .. ' EGYJl'l' A~D EARLY E'Cl{Ol-'E) snOWI~G TTll:') TnA~SI~ 

TIO)l OF METAL FROM THE ""I.E VALLEY 1'0 EUROPE . (ll'rom t he autbor's .. Ancient 
Times," by permission of Ginn & Co. ) 
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FIG. 8 7, EGYP'1'I.\.\' (;1.. \ "'I::D H E .\DS F cn :.\' l) I~ }X EA1!LY BHt)'\' ZK A GE Ht'HL\ L 11' !': ;\,G ' 

LAO< D. (After Sayre in Journal at RlJ.lJptiall A.,·cllcr:ololJ!!, Vol. I.) 

FlG. 88. S'ro,m V .CSES OF EGYP'J' (Llcpr) AO<D OF CnEn~ (nIGHT) '" T HE P nu .. 
. ' 110 AG I~-, S rl oy\" r ~G Tl OW '.1']110; I':AJ: L 'l C HET.'>- \"S HEI'J:()J) {;CI::D E CYl'TL\ K ' r '''')In[ s (F l' o m 

the uuthor 's " An cient: 'Tim es ," by permission of Ginn & Co.) . . 

E(;YPTI A N CRETAN EG\"PTI.~N CHET~' N 

Sf Q ~ ~ 
Sign of Life Palace T ower 

Libation Vase Dronze Adze 

FIG. Sf). E(}YP'l'L\X JTn; ){( .. X:J.Yl'il I C:-:; COllI"P.\HE D \\'ITH RlO NS FRO:\[ EARLY CnFlTAN 

WRITIO<G. (After Sir Ar t hur Evans.) The signs are HI'l' llllged in pairs with the 
Egyptian sign on the left nnd the corresponding Cretan sign on tile right. 
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penetrated as far rorth as the Scandinavian countries (Fig. 
86), and Egyptian glazed beads have been found as far west
ward as the Neolithic or Early Bronze Age graves of the Brit
ish Isles (Fig. 87). The beautiful stone vases wrought by the 
skilled craftsmen of the Pyramid Age with their new tubular 
drill (Figs. 73~74), rOLlsed the en:ulation of the gifted Cretans, 
and they presEntly succeeded in making very clever copies 
(Fig. 88). As a r esult of such endeavors thriving industrial 
communitie!'" exLb:ting surprising native capabilities and 
artistic gifts, arc £e in Crete, and their copying, quite freed 
from any slavish imitation, began to display a vigorous and 
creative individual t y which brought forth the earliest civiliza
tion on the southeastern fringes of Europe. 

This new Cretan ci vilization , r evealed to us especially by 
the brilliant discoveries of S'r Arthur Evans at Cnossus, and 
also by very crecti table American excavations, continued to 
develop after 2000 B.C. in close contact with the Oriental life 
on the Nile. As th e Cretans developed their own writing, the 
connection with Egyptian hieroglyphic is evident, as Sir Arthur 
Evans has showed (Fig. 89), After the expansion of Egyptian 
power into Asia and the Mediterranean in the Feudal Age (or 
Middle Kingdom, flourishing for two centuries after 2000 B.C.) 

1i'10. 90. AL,\H.-\S'l'ER VA SF. ] ~lD HEAHl :\G THE N.-\.. l\IE Or' '1'111') F!UYI"J'I.\-:'\i rJlAJ{.\Oll 

I{HIAN FOUXD BY SIR An'rJJ UR E\'A~S C N DER A \" ~,\LL OF '.rHE CRETAX PAI.JACE OF 

CNOSSUS-PROB.lBLY AB01:'£ THE 17TH CENTURY B. C. 
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FIG. D1. A Ll X E OF ( ' I:ET,IX g,,\,OY S (THE LO'YE l< ItO,\") 1" EGYPT BIlL\G1 J'G 

T n IurTE T O 'feI-; PI-J.-\J:AOI-l I ); 'n rl '.i ] u'l'll CE,"\ 'lT R¥ H.C . Th e SC'(: l1 C is taken f r om a 

pa inting on t h e wall of the tomb of Hekhmire, Gr;md , ' izier of the Pharaoh Thutru ose 
Il L, the gre:1tcst of the Egyptian eonqncl'ol's . 

and the Empire (1580-1150 B.C.), the development of the first 
great navy enabled Egypt to maintain unchallenged supremacy 
in the eastern Mediterranean and among the islands of south
eastern Europe. The beginnings of this Mediterranean power 
of Egypt are suggested by the name of the Pharaoh Khian, 
engraved on an alabaster vase lid found under a palace wall at 
Cnossus (Fig. 90). 

As the Egyptian Empire established its power in the north
ern Mediterranean, the Pharaoh appointed a governor over the 
JEgean Islands. Cretan envoys bringing their tribute to the 
court of the Pharaoh were a common sight in the fifteenth cen
tury B.C. (Fig. 91). Such Cretans who had visited the Nile, 

• F'I4:. 0:2. A Cl:E'rA~ '~ASE DECOIU1'ED J :\ H .-\I~EJ) P.\'1" 1'1~ IL\,S WI'I'H EOYP'l 'JAS 

i'LowEHS. A fine exam ple of t h e r ema rkable decorative a rt of Crete in the Grand 
Age about the middle of tbe 15tb Century B.C. 
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and likewise Egyptian wares common in the Cretan markets, 
brought many a Nilotic motive into the art and life of this re
markable island people which they promptly appropriated. 
Thus Egyptian flowers like the lotus or the papyrus became 
common in Cretan art, where they were employed with new 
life, freedom and vigor, which are a marvellous expression of 
Cretan ability in decorative art (Fig. 92). This magnificent 
decorative art of Crete also had its influence on Egypt in re
turn, for the situation was one in which reciprocal influences 
were inevitable. It is sometimes a question among archeolo
gists as to which was the giver and which the receiver (Fig. 93). 

F'l(;. n;), C~EILI~G DECOTL\'rIO?\S OF E'(]-YPT ~\XD ::\IYCES .. l':.\l\" ECIWPE. The Egyp~ 

tian paH('l'l1 (on the left) is {I'om a painted ceiling in an EgyptiaIl tomh itt Tlwiws 
(Egypt). while the ThIycenR'lIn design was carved on a tomb ceiling fIt Ol'chomenos 
ttl Greece, flnd helongs to the outgoing ... :Egenn art of the period when the Gl'e(~ks \vere 
alre;Hly taking pORsession of the LEgean world~the pel'iod which was called Mycenrean 
aft(\l' Schliemann's discoveries at :;\Iycenn~. 

While the highly developed arts and crafts of Egypt fur
nished the lEgean world with the devices and the technical 
processes for carrying on a flourishing industrial life, the archi
tecture of the Nile did not leave a noticeable mark on the 
fringes of Europe until the Greek Age which we are now ap
proaching. The limited power and resources of the Cretan 
state or states would not have permitted any Cretan ruler to 
vie with the vast monumental architecture of the Nile. The 
gigantic clerestory hall of the Karnak temple (Fig. 94) was a 
structure possible only to a ruler of imperial wealth and re
sources, commanding a highly efficient body of architectural 
cengineers such as existed at this time nowhere outside of 
Egypt. It is impossible in this brief presentation to do more 
than suggest in terms of such architecture as this, the imperial 
development which went on in Egypt after the sixteenth cen-
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FIG. 9 .. 1:. COLU::\INS 0]1' ~['J-n: GHEL\'I' KAR~.\K CLERES'l'ORY HALL. A hundred men can 

stand on the capital of errch column of the nave. 

tury B.C. (Figs. 95-96). The resources and impulses which 
had prompted this great expansion of Egyptian life and power 
were exhausted by 1200 B.C. and fifty years later Egypt was 
nationally prostrate and powerless. 

A similar development of human life had meantime been 
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going on in Western Asia, and if we have been late in reaching 
it, this has been chiefly due to the fact that the Babylonian 
world of the lower Tigris and Euphrates lay separated from 
the Mediterranean by a great northern extension of the Arabian 
desert over five hundred miles across. Babylonian civilization, 
thus cut off from immediate contact with the Mediterranean 
world and Europe, was later in affecting the tide of Oriental 
influences which for ages pressed upon the life of Europe and 
the West, and in Hebrew and Christian religion has not yet 
ceased to do so. Another reason which has delayed us in 
taking up Western Asia is found in the fact that the pJ'ehisto1'ic 
development of the region, as we have already stated, has yet 
to be investigated, and as a whole to be recovered from the still 
inaccessible and undiscovered sources. But Babylonian in
fluence was not less great and important because it was some
what later than that of the Nile. 

A glance at the map shows us that southern Babylonia 
and northern Egypt are practically in the same latitude. 
Yet their respective situations are totally different. Egypt, 
strategically considered, is surprisingly protected from inva
sions and assaults of foreign peoples. Its isolated situation 
clue to the wastes of the great Sahara on each side and the 
Mediterranean on the north, enabled it to enjoy a continuous 
development uninterrupted by foreign intrusion for many cen
turies at a time. In an age when maritime peoples were still 
unknown on the Mediterranean, this body of water was a pro
tecting barrier against the Stone Age barbarians of the north, 
of enormous importance to Egypt, and to this freedom from 
invasion at the hands of the backward northern peoples, we 

~----~~---~~--~ 

~~~:;[=~T~T-~~j:~~d 

FIG. !)G. HESTOHATIOK OF TilE GHEA1' KAI<XAK CLEHES'l'OHY H ALL. Built chi efly 
by Hamses II. in the 13tb century B.C., some I ,GOO years aftH the incip ien t c1e r~story 

of Khafre a t Gizeb (Fig. 7!l), it represents the culmination of a long development 
which has bronght forth tall anel stately c1 er"s tory windows in pl ace of primitive 
light-chutes, and impos ing colonnades in place of lectangnlar piers (l"ig. 80), From 
sucb F;gyp till n templ e b a lls the b:l s ili ca structu res of H ell enistic and Christian Enrope 
ha ve descend ed. 
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FI G. !1n. O .,\E 0].' 'rIlE ('01. .):0-;:-; .\1.. l'O H'.l'HAJ'l' ST.\Tt:E.H (II-' H.\)JSES II. ,\J)OIC'ISG 

l' In~ Flto ),'! ' 01,' T E l:! C I.I F P '.nD Jl'LE OF AriU-S J :'< [HJo:L UX T I lE 1\ ILl( l ~ ?\'UHU. Tli (' l' f' a 1' t' 

fuul" sl1 ('h fig: uru:i .li on g t he f) "ont of I he t em p l(\ : t-' i1eh i~ :;;;e n'nty ~ fi ve IPt? t h ig-h . 

may attribute in no small degree Egypt's advance to civiliza
tion at a time when no such great civilized nation had appeared 
anywhere else. 

The alluvial plain on the lower Tigris and Euphrates, which 
we call Babylonia, was, on the other hand, continually exposed 
to invasion by the less developed peoples of the mountains on 
the north and east. At the same time the nomad population, 
which still finds pasturage for its flocks along the northern 
fringes of the Arabian desert, beset Babylonia with a similar 
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unceasing menace from the other side. The history of western 
Asia is often made up of the struggle between the mountaineers 
on the north and the desert nomads on the south, for the pos
session of the Fertile Crescent which lay between, and of which 
Babylonia forms the eastern and Palestine the western end. It 
was therefore impossible for any people occupying the Baby
lonian Plain to develop without interference in accordance with 
its own capabilities and native gifts. The civilized develop
ment here was repeatedly halted and sometimes stagnated, as it 
has done in modern times, for centuries. This was not seldom 
due to the further fact that the invasions were often at the 
same time migrations bringing in a relatively large body of 
foreign population. 

Retarded from prehistoric times by the rigor of the northern 
winters and the cold of the outgoing glacial age, western Asia 
was far behind Egypt at the opening of the fourth millennium 

FIG. D7. EGYPTIA~ RELIEF (LEF'l') 01" THE 30TH CEX'l'CRY B.C,., SHOWING THE 

STANDIXG FIGuRE OF A~ EGYPTIA)l" 1'OBLE, A.\'D K\f{LY SV).IRIU .... K ItELIEJi' (nIGHT), 

SHOWING THE FIGURE Ol!"' A SU:\IERIA)I" CITY KI~G OF 'l'ITE SAl\IE AGE. "'e have here an 
opportunity to compare the' art of the two cultures at the same age. It lUay be 
noted that the Babylonian relief is a royal monument while that of Egypt is from the 
tomb of a noble only. 
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FIG. DS. TllE CE~TILUJ rOUTIO?\: OF THE l\IouSD OF' THE OLD SC;\lERIAX CITY OF 

.KIrl'ult~ ~ow (:.\LLED NIFFEH, IS CE.:\THAL BA_BYLO~L\. T'he highest portion of such 
mounds covers the public buildings and especially the temple mount or tower. (By 
courtesy of the TJniversity Museum, Philadelphia.) 

B.C., and the prehistoric advance of Babylonia was for the 
reasons mentioned above so slow that in the thirtieth century 
B.C. her culture was still noticeably inferior to that of Egypt 
(Fig. 97). 

The earliest towns on the Babylonian alluvium were rarely 
more than a few hundred paces across. They were built of 
sun-dried brick and as a result of the action of weather and 
successive destructions at the hands of hostile invaders, a con
siderable volume of disintegrated brick accumulated as the cen
turies passed. This rubbish was not cleared away when the 
new buildings were put up, and hence the town finally stood on 
a high mound (Fig. 98). Such a mound is called by the Arabs 
a "tell," a word which therefore appears very commonly in the 
geographical names of Egypt and western Asia. Traversing 
the Babylonian plain to-day the modern traveler is rarely out 
of sight of such a mound somewhere on the horizon. Theseare 
the treasuries whence the evidence for the reconstruction of 
early Babylonian life and history is chiefly drawn. Thus far 
only a small proportion of the early Babylonian mounds has 
been excavated and thoroughly investigated. Indeed the rig
orous methods of Mediterranean archeology have only recently 
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and in limited measure, begun to be applied to Babylonian 
research. 

Each one of these mounds represents an early city-kingdom 
consisting of the town and a fringe of outlying fields. You 
could have walked across the whole kingdom in an hour or two. 
At the head of this petty realm was a king, whose monuments, 
excavated from the mound now covering his town, sometimes 
re~eal him to us in primitive sculpture engaged in the cere
monious functions of his little state (Fig. 99). 

The people over whom he ruled are called Sumerians in the 
documents of the time. While their racial origin is still uncer
tain, it is evident that they were not Semites, like the nomads of 
the neighboring desert, and their affinities are therefore to be 
sought in the mountains. Well back in the fourth millennium 
B.C. they had developed their own writing. Like the writing 

FIG. on. AN EARLY SGMERIAN CITY KINO OF TIlE ;{OTIl ('El'< TGltl: !;.C. I-:"G.I(llm '" 
I'UIlLlC CEHE~LOKIE S. 'The relief is engraved on the lim~stone base of some cere
monial object, presumably a mace, the handle of which was thrust into the hol e in 
the middle of the block. In the upper relief the king is seen standing at the left 
with a basket probably filled with eartb on his head. Before him in a line his 
cbildren approach, and behind him Is his cup-bea rer. The ce remony is probably that 
of beginning the digging for some important public work like a canal or the founda
tion of a templ e. Below the king is seated at the right with mu ch t he same per
sonages about him. The birdlike featmes and crude drawing evince the primitive 
a nd undeveloped cha racter of tbe a r t. 'l' he inscriptions in cuneiform record tbe 
names of th e individuals shown. That of t he king was Umina, a ruler of Lagash. 
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FIG. 100. A SC)IERIAN PHALANX. This relief of th e 29th century B.C. Is a 
fmgmen t of a round-topped stela commonl y called the Vulture Stela, recording t he 
victories of Eannatum, king of Lagas.h. The scene shows bim at the bead of a pha
lan x of the troops of hIs littl e city-kingdom. 

of Egypt it grew up out of picture signs. As a result of the 
process of writing on soft clay tablets, the individual lines of 
the pictures assumed the forms of wedges, and for this reason 
the writing of these people has been called cuneiform (Latin 
cuneus, "wedge "). It never developed alphabetic signs. The 
Egypto-Babylonian culture group thus devised two physical 
processes of writing: the one by tracing the characters with a 
pen and a dark pigment on a vegetable membrane; the other by 
impressing or incising the characters on a soft or plastic sub
stance. The latter process, that of Asia, survived for a time in 

FIG. 101. EAHlA SU)IEH I.\ );" CYLI::\ DEU RKAL I ltPHEs~IO); SllOWIXG THE 11'I GU RE·S 

OF' A""fAI,S I:" B.IL.\,.,Cf:D on ANTITJ! F:nc AltI<ANGF.MEN'l'. It must be remembered t bat 
these tiny figures were cut by the lapidary around a cylinder of hard stone not 
thicker than one 's fingCt', find sometimes much smaller, and perhaps only half as long. 
Tbey repl'esent a great and noble art in s triking contrast with the feebleness of the 
sculptor in r elief (Fig. 99). 
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the clay tablets of Crete and the waxen tablets of the Roman 
gentleman, and then perished; the other, the method of Egypt, 
still survives in the pen, ink and paper of modern usage. 

These Sumerian city-kingdoms had already gained agricul
ture and were practising it in the fourth millennium B.C. Their 
oldest documents mention emmer, wheat and barley as every
day matters. The occurrence of wild wheat, or emmer, which 
was the ancestor of domesticated wheat, growing in a wild 

FIG. 102. A~ E.\GLE SUlurOCNTIl\O T\Yo i" .. :.\"rITllETIC.\LLY PL.\CEll L10);;.o.; 1<01D1-

1::\0 'rIlE AlDIN OF TIlE CI'['Y OF LACASII. Engraved on n SilVl\l' vase of kinp: En~_Plllf\Il:l 

of Lngash in the 2!lth century H.C. It forIIls a fine example of early Babylonian 
heraldic art. 

state in western Asia as far east as the Kermanshah Pass, 
may yet lead to the conclusion that it was domesticated in Baby
lonia, but we must make the botanical exploration of the Near 
East more nearly complete before this question can be finally 
settled. That wheat and barley were domesticated by the 
Egypto-Babylonian group and passed thence into Europe is, 
however, perfectly clear. 

Cattle and sheep were likewise possessed by these people 
long before 3000 B.C. Further investigation of the culture 
levels of the fourthinillennium, still almost untouched, will be 
necessary before we can reach final conclusions regarding the 
sources of these animals. It is interesting to observe that the 
Sumerians already possessed the wheel as a burden-bearing 
device, so that they were able to build wheeled carts. It is pos-
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FIG. 103. TIlE Alors OF L.\G.\011 .\S SlIO\\'S 1:::-\ FIG. 102, FHO~1 .\ l'L\QtJE UF Bl'fU

:\lIX(n;S CL.\.Y. 

sible that they already employed the ass to draw such carts. 
In any case they possessed the animal in a domesticated state, 
a fact which points toward connection with Egypt. At the 
same time they came into possession of copper. The earliest 
dated pieces of copper in Asia are a thousand years later than 
the copper needles of the earliest graves in Egypt, and it is evi
dent v/here ,ve must look for the original home of metallurgy. 

These early Sumerian city states were constantly embroiled 
in petty wars among themselves. The art of warfare among 
them had reached an extraordinarily high development, far 
superior to that of Egypt. It is a justifiable generalization to 
say that the arts of peace were developed chiefly in Egypt, while 
those of war were due to the peoples of western Asia, especially 
the Sumerians and Assyrians. We find the Sumerians already 
employing the phalanx as early as the twenty-ninth century B.C. 

(Fig. 100). The Egyptian monuments show that this forma
tion had reached the Mediterranean by the twelfth century B.C., 

and there can be no doubt that the later Greek phalanx was 
inherited from the ancient Sumerians. It may be a fair ques
tion whether the existence of this formation among the Sumer
ians at such an early date does not point to a western origin for 
them somewhere in Asia Minor, whence their military experi
ence was easily c:)mmunic3t2d to Eurore. 
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While early Sumerian art as exhibited in sculpture was at 
first crude and backward (Fig. 99), the Sumerians developed 
a decorative art of epoch-making importance. It was practised 
with the greatest success by the lapidaries, who wer e called 
upon to produce the stone cylinder seals employed by the Su
merians to seal their clay documents. The content of this deco
r ative art was chiefly animal and human figures arrayed in a 
balanced or antithetic arrangement (Fig. 101), which we have 
already seen in the prehistoric art of Egypt (Fig. 63 ). As em
ployed by the Sumer ians these gr oups were given startling vigor 
and power by depicting the figur es in violent motion or engaged 
in tremendous muscular effort. Thus arose the heraldic art 
familiar to us all in the " lion and the unicorn." The Sumer
ians ther efore contributed t o the decorative art of the world a 
rich treasury of powerful forms to which it has ever since been 
indebted. 

FIG. 104. BALANCF.D ANn ULS, EOYPTIAN, SliMERl AN AND "l';OI;;AN, Antitheti· 
ca ll y plnced ani mal figUl' es were comm on in t he a r t of Egypt f rom t h e remotest t imes , 
probably earlier than in Babylonia , as noted in F ig, 63, 'They a re a conclusive evi
den ce of the culture diffus ion within the Egypto-Babylonian g roup, whence such 
influences passed to the LEgenn as s hown in t ile last figure of the t h ree, 
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Among such figures is that of an eagle with its wings and 
talons extended in antithetic arrangement. With its talons 
the bird at the same time clutches the backs of two lions, like
wise antithetically placed (Figs. 102 and 103). The lions some
times turn their heads and set their teeth savagely into the 
outspread pinions of the eagle. This device formed the emblem 
of the Sumerian city of Lagash, that is, what we should now 
call the arms or armorial bearings of the little kingdom. The 
eagle with outspread wings early passed into Asia Minor (or is 
this another evidence of the origin of the Sumerians in Asia 
Minor?), and thence into the JEgean (Fig. 104) and Europe, 
where we are familiar with it in the arms of the southeast 
European states, like Austria. It eventually r eached the Ger
man states, like Bavaria and Prussia, and lat er also Russia and 
France. It was f rom these European sources that we drew our 
own American eagle, for the earliest ancestry of which we must 
therefore go back to an ancient Sumerian city-state. 

Lack of stone in Babylonia prevented the development of 
such massive monumental architecture as we have found on the 
Nile. The Sumerian builder was dependent exclusively upon 
brick, chiefly sun-dried, but occasionally baked to protect the 
faces of his larger structures from the destructive action of 
rain. His buildings were almost all small and unpretentious. 
He never undertook a treatment of the void, such as developed 
the piers and colonnades of Egypt. Western Asia was there
fore entirely without the column until Greek times, notwith
standing the elaborate colonnades with which Ferguson and 
other historians of ar chitecture have embellished their restora
tions of western Asiatic buildings. The Sumerian architect's 

F IG. 105. A i 'Allt UF 1i~\Ju.l: Ass:rlHAN 'J'E .\U·Ll'~ 'l'OW.l!:HS, ILLUSTnATI~G THE 

TF.i\lPLE TOWIm OF TIlE Su,mHJANS. (After Andree. ) Such towers were not com
monly er ected in pa irs, 'lbese two belon ged to the double ·t emple of Anu a nd Adad in 
the city of Assur, and as restored by t he excavators t hey se l've ver y well to illustrate 
t he earlier Sumerian tem ple towe l'S, It was su ~h a s tructure whi ch gave rise to 
the tradition of the towe l' of Bflbel. From it have descended t he pr evailing types of 
tower and spire architect,ll'e in E urope (see Fig. 126 ) , 
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FIG. lOt), ~lO'\C::\IE':\T UF YICTUHY OF '1'1 E :-:'E),ll1'IC KL'\U l'.\lCUJSI..'\ UF ... A.KE.\U: 

TOg E.\HLTERT GHE,\'[' SE\llTIC WOHK OF AnT (:!Sth century H.C.), The king, 'vho~e 
figure is c1f'l1ictccl ill lwroic proportions, hns [ltll'sned the f~nemy to the sUHnnlt of il 

mountain. The artist has selected the dramatic moment when the foe has sur
rendered nnd the king indicates: his lllereiful intentions by lowering the point of his 

weapon. 

device for carrying the wall or the roof over the void was the 
arch and the vault, ard he never made wider interiors than he 
was able to span \yith his vault. It \vas from the buildings of 
western A~:a, as we shall ~ee, that the arch was transmitted to 
Eur:>pe. 
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F'H;. l07. L.'.Il'HESSIO);" FHI):'II ..-\ B.\I~YLOXL\::\ CY1.IX{;EH ~E.U, OF A1\:K.\1)L\2\ A(m IX 'rilE 

OLD !'c .\IE,[IL\::\ ~rA::\ ':\E1L (Collectioll de C~(ll'('q.) 

While the Sumerian made no contribution to the treatment 
of the 'void, he was the more successful in his handling of the 
mass. He broke up the monotonous surfaces of his brick walls 
by a rhythmic distribution of alternate panels and pilasters. 
As to the form of the mass he made a real contribution in the 
artificial temple mount erected alongside the sanctuary in the 
form of a rectangular tower with an ascending ramp winding 
about it from base to summit by which the priest climbed to the 
top (Fig. 105). This structure, which gave rise to the legend 
of the Tower of Babel, marked the entrance of the tower into 
architecture. From it have descended the leading tower forms 
of the West, as we shall see. 

It will be seen that Sumerian civilization made fundamental 
contributions to the life of man, to which we are still indebted. 
The exposed situation of their home, however, as we have already 
stated, made it impossible for them to continue an uninterrupted 
development. The Semitic nomads who drifted down the Two 
Rivers, were strong enough to set up a small kingdom in the 
district of Akkad, the northern portion of the Babylonian Plain. 
We can trace the career of the Sumerian city-kingdoms from 
their earliest emergence in the thirty-first century B.c., for 
about three centuries, and then in the middle of the twenty
eighth century the Semitic rulers of Akkad contributed the 
first great Semitic leader in history, whom we now call Sargon 
of Akkad. Although these Akkadian Semites were obliged to 
make the revolutionary transition from the primitive nomadic 
life of the desert without writing, arts or institutions, to the 
civilized life of the Sumerian towns, in short to shift from the 
tent to the sun-dried brick house, they eventually outstripped 
their Sumerian teachers, on whom they were at first completely 
dependent. 
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Under Sargon they were so completely master of the Su
merian art of war that they gained the leadership of the Baby
lonian Plain, and the descendants of Sargon continued to rule 
there for some two hundred years. A noble stela recording the 
victories of N aramsin, an able ruler of this line, reveals to us 
the superiority of the Semitic , Akkadian in art (Fig. 106). It 
is the first great Semitic work of art. A comparison with Fig. 
99 will demonstrate how far the art of Babylonia had advanced 
since the early days of the Sumerian city-kingdoms. The 
Semite displayed his superiority in the same way in the mag
nificent cylinder seals of the time (Fig. 107). These, like the 
relief of Naramsin (Fig. 106), belong among the great works of 
art of all time. 

While the Sumerian towns regained the leadership and 

F IG. 108. DIORITE SHAFT BEAHING THE GREAT CODE OF HA:OUWRAPI (early 21st 
cen tury B.C. ). (Compare Fig. 132. ) 
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FrG. 109. , A SIEGE E"GINE OF THE ASSYRIANS IN THE NINTH CENTURY B.C. 
A city a t t he' r ight is being attacked by t he Assyrian machine seen in the middle. 
The machine is on wheels operated by men concealed with in. A t urret wit h peep 
holes protects t h e commander of t he machine, ' and a fir ing tower (a lso wit h p eep 
holes) is occupied by two ar chers a t t he top. A heavy metal-tipped beam (which 
later passed to Europe as t h e " battering ram ") is swung by con cealed m en against 
the walls an d the r esults a re seen in the f alling fragments of the wall. It will be 
seen that this is a man-power tank lacking onl y gu npowder and gasoline power to 
make it a modern tank. Note the armor on front, over tu rret and around the firing 
tower. 'l'h e scene is from a relief adorning t he pa lace of King Assurnacirpal , and 
now in the British Museum. 

struggled for centuries with waning power, to maintain it, the 
rise of a new Semitic line, living at the still insignificant town 
of Babylon, completely crushed the Sumerians and they never 
after regained the leadership of the region. Like Latin in the 
medieval church, their language still survived, especially in the 
literature of r eligion, and their cultural contributions had long 
since become a permanent element of western Asiatic civiliza
tion. The life of their towns, however, languished and de
clined, never to rise again. They are marked to-day by a line 
of mounds along the lower Euphrates, most of which still await 
excavation. 

The powerful Semitic line which had elevated Babylon to 
the leadership of the plain to which the city gave its name, cul
minated in the rule of Hammurapi after 2100 B.C. A remark
able monument of this great man's administ rative ability has 
survived to us in the splendid shaft bearing his code of laws in 
3,600 lines, the earliest surviving code (Fig. 108). It is a re
markable expression of that ability to organize the material 
interests of life, especially business and commerce, which as we 
shall see, later contributed essentially to the rising civilization 
of Europe. 

The reign of Hammurapi, which unified Babylonia and a 
considerable outlying region round about it, was the culmina
tion of a thousand years of. civilized development, from the 
thirty-first to the twenty-first century B.C. This is the first 
thousand years of which we can discern the general historical 
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drift in western Asia. Hammurapi 's successors were not able 
to maintain the uni ty of Babylonia, and the Semite yielded the 
leadership of the plain fo r many centuries to non-Semitic moun
taineer s, a new gr oup of invaders of uncer tain race whom we 
call Kass ites. They were li ttle better than barbarians and 
under them the life of the Babylonian plain r elapsed into a 
stagnation so lethargic that it did not revive for almost a thou
sand years after Hammurapi's time. 

Meantime another Semitic group which had found lodg
ment aY' d a convenient stronghold on a spur of the eastern 

FJ c . 111. AncBED Dool-!w.n's OF TliE F :\~: .\DE OF S.\HGO'N II's P ALACE .\'1' KllonSA

n .\D . (t:::igh t h century n. c.) This fa <:nde w it h its three arch es WIlS t h e ancestor of 
t h e HOlll :1ll triump h a l IlI'ch ( F ig-. 1 :!;»), a nd eYclltll:l lly of th e £:I ,:"le 0[ the Christia n 
cathedral ,yith its three Ilr ched doo!'wa ys. 
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mountains on the upper Tigris, had been developing in obscur ity 
since the days of the early Sumerian city-kingdoms. Its 
stronghold was known as Assur, from which our familiar desig
nation Assyria has descended. As a result of their exposed 
situation the Assyrians early produced hardy soldiers; and a 
nation of peasants and herdsmen, developing on a basis of old 
Sumerian civilization, with which v,ere combined numerous 
characteristics of the mountainous north, became the greatest 
military power, not only of western Asia, but also of the whole 
ancient world of that age (Fig. 109). 

By the middle of the eighth century B.C. the Assyrian kings 
were ruling a great Western Asiatic Empire, which was advanc
ing its frontiers in almost all directions not limited by the desert. 
After the fall of the peoples along the eastern Mediterranean 
coast, including the H ebrews and Phamicians, in the latter half 
of the eighth century B.C., the conquests of Sargon II. raised 
Assyria to a height of power and splendor never before enjoyed 
by an ancient people. Not far northeast of Nineveh Sargon 
erected a magnificent palace and city which he called Dur-Shar
rukin (" Sargonburg," Fig. 110) . It was fitting that this splen
did architectural expression of Assyrian power should stand 
forth as the earliest great monumental architecture of Asia. 
The old Sumerian buildings, the Syrian palaces, and even the 
extensive capital city of the Hittites were insignificant com
pared with it. Its vast staircase, the first great monumental 
escalier in the history of architecture, the spacious arched door
ways and enormous sentinel animals of sculptured stone, embel
lishing the imposing fa<;ade (Fig. 111), briJIiant with designs 
in brightly colored glazed brick-all this proclaimed a new im
perial age in western Asia. Under Sennacherib and Assur
banipal (Sardanapalus ), the walls and splendid palaces of 
Nineveh stretched for two miles and a half along the banks of 
the Tigris. National greatness and power, which do so much 
to quicken the creative imagination of the architect, as we have 
observed in Egypt, had thus brought fo rth the first monumental 
architecture of Asia on a grand scale. 

It is a significant fact that the iron mines of northeastern 
Asia Minor, which had been worked by the Hittites as far back 
as the thirteenth century B.C., made the Assyrian armies the 
first great armies of the ancient world to carry weapons of 
iron. Over against Assyrian ferocity in war, however, even 
though it was rendered the more dreadful by these terrible 
weapons, we should in fairness write down not a few other im
portant considerations which essentially alter our estimate of 
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the character and effects of Assyrian supremacy in the ancient 
world. We can not even summarize these in this slight pre
sentation, but one of them we have suggested in our references 
to Assyrian architecture, and another which ought not to be 
overlooked is the presence of a cuneiform library in the palace 
of Assurbanipal at Nineveh, the earliest known library in Asia, 
and centuries older than the oldest royal library among the 
Greeks. 

While the Oriental world, or a large part of it, had been 
slowly coming under the domination of Assyria, the most fun
damental changes had been going on in southeastern Europe 
as far back as the fifteenth century B.C. The pastures of inner 
Asia which stretch westward around the north end of the 
Caspian and along the northern shores of the Black Sea to the 
mouths of the Danube, have for ages been a great inter-conti
nental sluice-way along which the nomadic peoples of Asia have 
swept into Europe. Somewhere, along the Asiatic stretches of 
these grass lands in the third millennium B.C., there lived a 
group of nomads whom we call Indo-Europeans. Some of their 
descendants shifted southward along the east side of the Cas
pian to enter India, as the Sanscrit peoples; while a similar 
group pushed southwestward to reach the frontiers of Baby~ 
Ionia eventually as the Medes and Persians. Others drifting 
westward along the north side of the Black Sea finally found 
their way into the Balkan Peninsula. These were the ances
tors of the Greeks. Such at least is the more probable recon
struction growing out of the scanty and difficult evidence now 
available. 

Probably by 2000 B.C. these barbarian nomads, the ances
tors of the Greeks, wer e driving their flocks southward through 
the passes of the Balkans. Reaching southern Greece by 1500 
B.C., they had landed in Crete probably by 1400, and before 1000 
B.C. the barbarian Greek tribes had taken possession of the re
maining Greek islands and the coasts of Asia Minor, in short of 
the entire JEgean world. Thus the wonderful Cretan civilization 
which had grown up in southeastern Europe was overwhelmed 
and crushed by barbarous invaders who had hardly advanced 
beyond the Stone Age life of earlier Europe. Such of the un
fortunate Cretans as were able to do so took to flight, escaping 
southward and eastward across the Mediterranean. The Pha
raohs of the declining Egyptian Empire in the twelfth and thir
teenth centuries B.C. were obliged to meet these northern Medi
terranean fugitives as enemies, and the temple records of 
Egypt's wars at this time reveal to us the fleet of Ramses III. 
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~'HE ST llU X COAST. (E a rl y 12th cen t ury B.C. ) The scene is scul ptured on the wall 
of n 'l'heban t empl e of n a mses III. and is the enrlies t surviving repl"esen tll ti on of n 
navnl ba t t le. The fi ve Cr eta n vessels may be dis tin guish ed fr om t h e Egyptian battle
ships by the fact t h a t the Cretans h ave all lost t h ei r oars. One Cre tan ship is ov er 
t urned. 'fhe hi g h bow ,md ste rn of these nort h ern ~lediterrnnean vessels shows t h at 
t hey have been copied from the e:l l"ly Egyptia n cra f t, the Ill'st sea-goi ng ships (F ig . 
84 ) _ 'rhe f£gyptian fl ee t k ept its dis t nnce and won th e ba ttle by tb e use .of ,n:chery, 
bef or e whicb the beavy armeo c retan s wer e h elpless . (From a drawll1g Il1 t h e 
a u thor' s " An cient Times ," by pe rmission of Gin n & Co.) 

crushing a fleet of the fleeing Cretans. It is the earliest naval 
battle of which we have any representation (Fig. 112). Some 
of the Cretans found a new home on the shores of Syria and 
P aJestine and we are familiar with one group of them as the 
Philistines. 

Civilization, after having maintained itself for perhaps a 
thousand years in extreme southeastern Europe, was thus over
whelmed and blotted out by the northern Greek barbarians, 
who were only prevented by the Mediterranean from extending 
their invasion southward and destroying the civilization of 
Egypt. We have here a striking illustration of how the Medi
terranean saved Egypt f rom a destructive invasion such as 
those to which Babylonia and the Mesopotamian world were 
continually exposed. Under the shadow of the great civiliza
tions of the Or ient, the rude Greek nomads settled down among 
the wreckage of the Cretan and Mycemean palaces. Cretan 
writing, the earliest writing in Europe, disappeared. The 
drawings on Greek pottery (Fig. 113) of the eighth century B.C. 

are not as good as those of the Paleolithic hunter s in the caves 
of southern France ten thousand years earlier, and no better 
than many made by our own American Indians. 

During the flourishing days of the Assyrian Empire, which 
stopped Greek colonization in Asia east of Tarsus, the life of 
Greece developed slowly under the influences of Oriental civili
zation. The civilization which thus arose in Europe for the 
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second time was exposed to the forces of civilized life in the 
Near East which had so long been converging with ever in
creasing power on the Greek world. The agencies by which 
these influences chiefly operated were commercial, .and the 
routes along which they came were in the main through Asia 
Minor and across the Mediterranean. Through Asia Minor 
came Babylonian business usages, like credit, and weights and 
measures; while coinage, which arose in Asia Minor, reached 
the Greeks in the seventh century B.C. 

The decline of Egypt and the destruction of the Cretan fleets 
left the Mediterranean free to exploitation by the maritime 
cities of the Phamicians, which gained great commercial power 
and wealth, and became the common carriers of the Mediter
ranean after 1000 B.C. The Phcenicians were clever imitators 
and their leading cities became the centers of an active indus
trial life of which the output was a curious composite of Egyp
tian and Asiatic elements. The latter were in turn a composite 
of Sumerian, Akkadian, Assyrian and Hittite, but chiefly Sumero-

Flo. 11;{. A HC II.U C f;lmEK 1',\' L\'1'1-:1I 1'II'1'TI-: I,:'I' \ ",\:-) 1'; OF 'J' JlE Dll'rLOX TY.l'E D.Vl'lXG 

FHO:,\I 'J'EE EIGll 'rJf CI';~T U JtY H.C. .\ cnmp;l l'isDn of t he erude p;linted deco l'ation o n 

this vase with the wonder ful Cret,m d,·'coratcd V<I"es li ke Fig . D2, will illustrate the 
coll a pse of civilization due to tlle invas ion of the cultivated .l '; gca n world by t he 
barbaria n G reeks during th e latter half of til<' second millennium B.C . (By courtesy 
of the Metropolitan .\luseum of Art, J:\ ew York.) 
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Semitic. Their arts and crafts and industrial processes, like 
the making of glass, the pouring of hollow casts, and the pro
duction of diaphanous linens, they learned from the Egyptians; 
while their decorative a r t combined the vegetable motives and 
the sentinel animals of the Nile with the balanced human and 
animal figures of the Euphrate~, (Figs. 11<1-115a) . 

The Phcenicians learned shipbuilding f rom the Egyptians 
and copied the models of the Egyptian ships which had been 
entering their harbors since the thirtieth century B.C. (Fig. 84). 
This is quite evident from the paintings of early Phcenician 

Fi n . 11.-,. ko'o-tu' Ct,L\lB. '\LUnj ~· KY _l', I ~Ui:XILl j.:O\ .. ( 'H'\+"'!\'>YM+ i ;' 

.:L,.'\li . J.)J!-CO HATEI) I ~~ J 'J I'I,;;\-£ W' I ' I ~ lr A .. ·I.,j.():\ .D IU\\"):· J,' J : IUJ rl,s·:-; \ : HI* X . 

RoOF-R'(: I';'S. 'J' h~.: li o n in g:o l ·gpou: .. .;I~' eol ol'P(l g-::l 7.Hl h r k k \\' ;I S 

o n e of ,1 li uc ([(·('o]';]{!ll).!,' t }) p wall o n hoi II ~ i d , ' s or a ('.,, {" ir a J 
HY('lHlf' of :\p\;tH'hndI!t'zZH I' at BillJ. .\'ll {ll , I t \\'; l~ (~ ], ;]\\,ll b y 1"h ,· 
Hnbylunl:lll ,\\' ci); t t:<.' ls f]'( i:n sueh d('('r:l';lt~()1tS ill tllP . \. . ..;s~ .. l'·, u 
p"\;I<:(S 1(' . .1/., Fig. 1.1,1,. 
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FIG. 116. Pl1U.:N I C I AN SHIPS LX~Dl~C N f ~\ X EGyp'rL\N )I.\UKE'l' PL.\CE I~ TIlE 

10TH C'E"Tl :m : H.C. (After }),IrCssy .) 'fhe mo,lcl of t he I'hamieinn crn [t. wit h hi gh 
bow and ste rn, shows t hat t he l'h<rnici:ms built them in imitntion of til e ea rliest 
Egyptinn sen.-going shiVs (Fig . 8-1) . Th e Phren ieian lnel'cll;mts, clearly m:ll'ked by 
their fore ign costume, mny De seen traffi cking in the Egypti fln hn za ul's. It was here 
that they learned the arts and crafts and the decorative moti ves which they then 
so freely int ro duced in theil' home ports, and transmittecl throughout the Mediter
ranean, a nd also as fa r e"8t as Assyria and Bahylonia. The scene is taken fl'om a 
wall-painting in a n Egypti;lll t omb a t T hches in "Cppcr Egypt, 

ships preserved to us in the Egyptian tombs (Fig. 116), and 
dating from the fifteenth century B.C. Against the old tend
ency to attribute too great importance to the cultural activities 
of the Phrenicians in the eastern Mediterranean, there has been 
a natural reaction; but it has gone much too far, and has over
looked new and important evidence like the painting of the 
Phcenician ships in Fig. 116. Here the Phrenicians are shown 
trafficking in the Egyptian bazaars, whence they drew the 
processes of industrial art, as well as its decorative motives. 
Similarly, unfinished work in ivory has been found in Assyria, 
still bearing the Phrenician workman's scribbled notes. A", 
practisers and distributors of borrowed Oriental arts through
out a large area in Western Asia, and very widely in the Med
iterranean world, the Phrenicians played an imposing role in 
the early centuries of the last millennium before the Christian 
Era. Phrenician merchandise like the ivory comb of Fig. 115 .! 
was common as far west as the Spanish Peninsula, where such 
things are found in early burials. 
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LECTURE TWO 

THE EARLIEST CIVILIZATION AND ITS TRANSITION TO EUROPE. III 

As the Greek nomads ceased to wander and gradually shifted 
to a settled town life, they found Phrenician merchandise in 

every harbor town. The very garment which the Greek towns
man wore he called by a Pha.:mician name (chiton) as he heard 
it from the Oriental traders along the harbor shores. As he 
continued to receive these products of Oriental art and industry, 
the Greek slowly learned the craftsmanship that produced these 
things. Indeed there is every indication that there were plenty 
of Pha:mician workshops on Greek soil. Meantime the Phreni
cians or their kindred the Arameans had long since devised an 
alphabet, based on Egyptian writing, and were thus employing 
the first system of writing made up exclusively of alphabetic 
signs. e., Continuous business intercourse with the Phcenician 
craftsman and merchant naturally impressed upon the Greek 
what a great convenience the Phcenician possessed in his writ
ten r ecords of business. Thumbing the Phrenic ian's papyrus 
invoices, the Greek tradesman eventually learned the meaning 
of the curious alphabetic signs, and then began to use them him
self for the writing of Greek words, employing some of the 

28 The origin of the so-called Ph02nician alphabet and its transmission 
to Greece form a difficult problem, far more complicated than the above 
simple statement would indicate. The solution of the problem has been 
greatly furthered by the di scovery of a new script in Sinai, which has been 
brilliantly employed by Alan, H. Gardiner, "The Egyptian Origin of the 
Semitic Alphabet," Jaunt. of E[!yptictn Archrool" III" Part 1. (Jan., 1916), 
with additional observations by A, E. Cowley, "The Origin of the Semitic 
Alphabet," ibid, See also H , Schaefer, "Die Vokallosigkeit des phoenici
schen Alphabets," Z eitscM, f ur aegyptische Spmche, LIL, 1915, 95-98; R. 
Eisler, "Entdeckung und Entzifferung kenitischer Inschriften aus dem 
Anfang des zweiten Jahrtausends vor Christo im Kupferminengebiet der 
S~naihalbinsel," Biblische Zeitschrift, XV., 1918, 1-8; K. Sethe, Nach
r!chten del' kgZ, Goett. Gesell. del' Wiss ensch., Phil.-histor. Klasse, 1917, 
437ff_; and Breasted, "The Physical Processes of Writing in the Early 
Orient and their Relation to the Origin of the Alphabet," American Journ. 
of Semitic Languages, XXXII" 1916, 230-248. 
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signs as vowels, which were not represented in the PhCBnician 
alphabet. 

By 700 B.C. the Greek potters were writing their names, like 
trademarks, on the vases they produced (Fig. 117). But the 
Greeks soon found the Egyptian paper offered them by the 
Ph02nician merchants of Byblos the most convenient writing 
material, and they called it byblion or biblion after the PhCB
nician port from which it came, as we call Chinese porcelain 
" china" or rich textiles originally from Damascus "damask." 
This word gave rise to the various words for library used by a 
large part of Europe, like the French "bibliotheque"; and our 

A B 
FIG. 118. AN EARLY GUEEK RI-IIP (LEFT) AXD TllE PHfF.);ICIA::\ SnIP FIW:::\I 'VIIICII 

1'1' W.\.S ::\fOllELEJ) (HU;IIT). After t1l(~ l;}th tPntul'Y B.C. tIlE' Plupnieinl1s srem to have 
introduced a chauge in tile earlier mOllel of their ships (Fig. 116), nltering the high 
bow into a beak which was below the Sl1l'f,ICe of the water. Whether this change 
was of Phcenicillll origin or not is a little uncertain. Th(~ Phcenician model above 
(right) is from a relief of Sennacherib, showing that the Assyrians adopted rhceni
cian shipping, ns did the Persians [tIso. A lal'g(~ proportion of the Persian ships at 
R:li:llllis \\'(']'0 I'hce-nician. (From the authol"H "Ancient Times," by permission of 
Ginn & Co.) 
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FIG. ll9. AnCI:L\IC GHEEK ;;';'1'.\.1:1'1:: X~D E.\HLY EGYPTL\::,\ S'LVITE BY ,VHICI-I IT 

\V.\f:5 L'II'LT]E::'\CED. 'rhe similarity, 01' we mity sny <letual identity of posture, even 
indnding the left foot thrust forward, shows clearly that this archaic Greek sculp
ture grew up under Egypti<lll jntiupnec. CF'rom the nnthol"s .. Ancient TinlE'S," by 
permission of Ginn & Co.) 

own word "Bible." Another word then commonly used for 
Egyptian paper was" papyrus," which with loss of the classical 
ending "us," and change of a single vowel has given us our 
word" paper," Thus after the destructive Greek invasion had 
crushed out the earliest literary culture that had arisen in 
Europe, both writing and its physical equipment were again 
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( F rom tllc a nt li u r'~ '" Al1ci(;'ll t Ti me::;," by pel' ll1 iss ioll of (; ill ll & Co.) 

introduced into Europe from the Orient. Such contributions 
from Oriental li fe make it perfectly just to say that Europe was 
at that time receiving civilization from the Orient fo r the 
second time. 

Meantime the Greeks had rapidly learned shipbuilding and 
navigation from their Phamician competitors (Fig. 118). In 
doing so they adopted a new Pha:mician model with beaked 
prow, quite different from the old JEgean model from Egypt 
(Fig. 84) with both ends turned up. This again illustrates 
how little of the old JEgean culture had been able to survive the 
Greek invasion. As the Greek maritime ventures extended to 
all ports of the eastern Mediterranean, Greek merchants and 
gradually also Greek travelers, came into direct and first-hand 
contact with the vast fabric of civilized life 111 the Near Orient, 
especially after 600 B.C. The travels of Solon, H ecatams, Her
odotus and Plato will occur to every reader. It should be re
membered that in the times with which we are dealing the 
Greek citizen could walk entirely across a town like Athens or 
Ephesus in five or six minutes, and there was not a Greek city 
in existence which could not be traversed from edge to edge in 
ten minutes or less. When the Greeks first visited the Orient 
all Greek buildings, including the temples, were of sun-dried 
brick, and the supports or piers were of wood. As to statues, 
a wooden head surmounting a post draped with clothing was 
enough. 

Under these circumstances it is not remarkable that archaic 
Greek sculpture shows unmistakable evidences of Egyptian in
fluence (Fig. 119). The impression of the magnificent cities of 
Egypt and Asia upon the minds of travelers like Hecatreus and 
Herodotus was not exhausted in literary expression alone. 
Greek builders must likewise have seen these cities and added 
definite impressions as well as sketches to the vague references 
to the splendors of the Orient with which all Greeks were 
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familiar in the H omeric poems. Greek architecture then re
sponded sensitively and promptly to the tremendous stimulus of 
the vast architectural monuments of the Orient. Such tangible 
examples as the Egyptian palm capital, which we found in the 
pyramid temples in the twenty-eighth century B.C. (Fig. 83), 
copied by the architects of Pergamum in later times (Fig. 120), 
show that the diffusion of Egyptian architectural forms 
Europeward is a clearly demonstrable fact. Such evidence 
raises beyond doubt the Egyptian origin of the Greek Doric 
column (Figs. 121-122). Puchstein long ago made perfectly 
clear the Oriental origin of the Ionic column, and to such deter
mination of the Oriental source of the individual column, Doric 
and Ionic, it is of great interest to add also that of the arrange
ment of assembled columns around an interior court. Such a 
complex architectural creation is by no means an obvious con
cept, which could arise independently on both sides of the Medi
terranean. The ancestry of the Hellenistic colonnaded court 
becomes perfectly evident when we place such a court, as found 
in a Pompeian house, side by side with the Egyptian architect's 
temple court of the twenty-eighth century B.C. (Fig. 123). It 
can not be doubted, either, that the Hellenistic architects re
ceived the idea of their clerestory hall, which they called a 
"basilica," from the great colonnaded clerestory halls of the 
Egyptian Empire temples (Figs. 94 and 95), which thus be
came the ancestors of the basilica cathedrals of Europe 
(Fig. 124). 

F.l<L 1 :! l. FIX TED :-:'T O:\1-: 111-; 1{;-0; ( IV A ~ )<;1 .; Y 1''l'1.\ :\ T I) .\ I J: Yl' B E:\ l i . . \'S.\:\. ( l!) t h 

cen t ury R.C.) Th ese piet's, whi ch t he EgY[l t inns n eyel' adorn ed with n capi ta l, were 
the ancesto rs of the (" 'cek D oric column (F ig . 1 22 ). 
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COLTJi\fX WllJ CI1 DESCESDED }'HU~I I'!', (F'rOlll tile author 's " Anci ent 'rimes, " by p er-
mission of Ginn & Co. ) 

Although it carries us chronologically far down the centuries, 
it is appropriate here to suggest a great architectural synthesis 
which I believe has not yet been made. The outstanding fea
tures of the Assyrian palace front, with its imposing central 
arch and lower arches on each side, were continued in the Par
thian palace fa<;ade (Fig. 125, No.2). It can not be doubted 
that Roman architects, seeing such structures in the Near East, 
drew the Roman triumphal arch from this source (Fig. 125, 
No.3). Now when we recollect that in its nave and side aisles 
the clerestory hall presents a tripartite arrangement of floor, 
colonnades and roof, we see at once that the three arches of the 
old Assyrian palace front will answer to the f ront of the clere
story hall, part for part; the tall arch in the center correspond
ing to the high nave of the hall, while the smaller arches on each 
side correspond to the lower roof over the side aisles. In putting 
up a Roman triumphal arch as the front of the basilica cathe
dral, the architects of Europe were combining ancient Asia and 
Egypt. 

It is further of great interest to observe that the tower with 
which the Christian cathedral was eventually embellished was 
likewise derived from the East (Fig. 126). The Hellenistic 
architects had found the model of their great lighthouse tower 
at Alexandria, the Pharos, in the old Sumerian temple towers 
of Babylonia. From such towers both Islam and Christianity 
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finally drew the spires with which they adorned their sacred 
buildings. Thus Christianity, itself of Oriental origin, was 
housed in great sanctuaries, the fundamental elements of which 
had likewise come out of the E ast. 

In a sane historical and cultural consideration of the career 
of man such indebtedness of Greek civilization to the Orient 
does not in the least detract f r om the unchallenged supremacy 
which the splendor of Greek genius triumphantly attained as 
the sixth century B.C. advanced. To recognize this indebt ed
ness is but t o acknowledge the operation of the same cultural 
processes in the lEgean, which must inevitably have been 
operative, because there were no r easons why the Greeks should 
be any more impervious to external influences than any other 
group of peoples. The Greeks were to be the first ancient 
people to gain complete f reedom of the mind from traditional 
conceptions, and were thus to make intellectual conquests far 
surpassing the ach ievements of the Orient in the world of mind; 
but even in this realm they wer e not without their debt to the 

FIG. J23 . ~rH E OlUES 'l'AL .A ~ (,E.S'l'HY Of,' 'l'LE EUIWl'E~L, (:OLO~..\' '-\DED C o u nT. 

Above is the court of the t emple of Sabmc (Fig. 8 3) , nnd below t he court of the 
honse of the Vet ii at Pompeii , a building drawn from Hellenistic models in southern 
Italy. (From the Huthor' s " Smyey of t he Ancient W orlel, " by permission of 
Ginn & Co.) 
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FIG. 127. A B .UIYL(L,\lA::\ KUIH;l-tHU,. CO.:\l)[O.KLY CALLED A BOUNDARY S'rOKE 

I;NARI1\G E::\IBLE:\lS OF TEIG Chms: Hlllong them are signs later nppe;tring in the zodia~ 
like the scorpion and the archer. 

accumulated knowledge of the natural world which they re
ceived from the Orient. 

While we have thus followed the great drift of civilized 
influence as we can discern it especially in monumental forms 
which have come out of the Orient into the West, we have found 
that these things suggest influences less material and not so 
easily exhibited in visualized forms; just as the cathedral archi
tecture of Europe, drawing its fundamental forms from the 
Orient, suggests the Oriental origin of the religion which it 
housed. 

Among intellectual influences which the Greek traveler felt 
as he visited the Or'ent mthing attracted him more than the 
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knowledge of the future which the Babylonian priest gained by 
observation of the celestial bodies. As we shall see, the Baby
lonian observer of the heavens did gain knowledge of the fu
ture, but not knowledge of the future of human affairs as he 
supposed and as he assured his Greek visitors. Astral religion 
among the Babylonians, already in the third millennium B.C. 

had led them to believe that they could read the future in the 
anticipatory movements of the heavenly bodies. They early 
noted the difference in the character of the planets and the 
fixed stars, and they began to group the latter into constella
tions associated with signs such as we see on the so-called 
boundary stones where the scorpion and the centaur already 
appear among the symbols of divinities invoked to protect the 
title of a land-owner (Fig. 127) . But there was at first no com
prehensive system of the skies, including all twelve of the signs 
of the zodiac. 

Far down into the last millennium before Christ the obser·· 
vations made by the priests were solely for astrological pur" 
poses. They were crudely done and furnished but very vague 
data. Eclipses observed long after 1000 B.C. are not even ac
companied by a note of the year, while the hour, if added, will 
be noted as one of the three watches of the night-watches 
which were not of fixed length. The claim that the Babylonians 
of the third millennium B.C. already knew of the precession of 
the equinoxes has been completely disproven.29 

Only in the last seven centuries before Christ did the Baby
lonians pursue the study of the heavens for chronological pur
poses. A large body of astronomical tablets of this period 
show no indication of an astrological purpose. For the first 
time they contain observations including the data for both 
time and space, and with the inclusion of these elements astro
nomical science began. 

The tablets of this age are of two classes, observational and 
computational. While the observational tablets deal incessantly 
with sun and moon and the relative positions of the two, they 
record especially the positions of the planets. This is done by 
noting each planet's position with reference to the fixed stars, 
but at first entirely without angular measurements, and if the 
planet was not far to the east or west of the fixed star, the posi.;; 
tion of the planet would be indicated by the phrase, "at the 
place" [of star so-and-so]. Later (especially the last four cen-

29 See the work of the able Dutch astronomer-orientalist, F. X. Kugler, 
" Sternkunde und Sterndienst in Babel"; on this careful survey of Baby
lonian astronomical documents the above sketch is chiefly based. 
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turies B.C.) angular measurements were made in "cubit-degrees 
and inches" (Kugler ). These cbfOervations r ewlted in the dis
covery of the eighteen-year lunar period, which the Greeks 
called "Saros," and with the aid of these the priestly astron
omers constructed the first tables of the conj unction of sun 
and moon (syzygy tables.). 

Such observations also enabled the priestly astronomers to 
determine with astounding accuracy the synodic revolutions of 
the planets. In a region of wonderfully clear skies during 
eight months in the year, they were able to study even Mer
cury, which we rarely see, with such precision that by calcula
tions based on his heliacal rising and setting they computed his 
synodic revolution as 115 days, 21 hours, 3 minutes and 50.9 
seconds, a result which exceeds the computation of Le Verrier 
by only 16.3 seconds, while that of Hipparchus is in error by 
nearly a minute. In the computation of the mean synodic revo
lution of Jupiter, the Babylonian astronomers agreed with the 
results of Hipparchus within a fraction of a second. 

In Fig. 128 we have before us a computational tablet of 
great interest, being the oldest such tablet as yet discovered. 
It is of a class caned by the Greeks epheme1'ides, meaning the 
daily predictions of an astronomical calendar. This particular 
epheme1'is is therefore a page from a Babylonian astronomer's 
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almanac computed for the year 425 B.C., the fortieth year of 
Artaxerxes I. 

Each side of the tablet, obverse and reverse, is divided into 
two columns. In the left -hand column the astronomer has 
entered the monthly and lunar data: in the first line the length 
of the month, in the second the date of the full moon, and in 
the third the date of the moon's last visibility. There were 
thus three entries for each month. In the right-hand column a 
number of lines for each month predict the dates of the heliacal 
rising and setting of the planets and fixed stars. On the reverse, 
however, the column containing these predictions displays two 
additional predictions of t he greatest interest. There are four 
entries for the month and they read as follows: 

On the first Mercury ri ses. 
On the third the E quinox. 
Night of the 15th, 40 minutes after sunset an eclipse of the moon begins. 
On the 28th occurs an eclipse of the sun, (Kugler.) 

Kugler has calculated the dates of thes'e two eclipses as 
having occurred on October 9 and 23, in - 424 (astronomical), 
that is 425 B.C. The eclipse of the moon on the ninth of October 
was visible in Babylon; but that of the sun was visible only 
below the horizon of the city, and these ancient Babylonian 
astronomers who predicted it, were unable to see it. They 
evidently did not know beforehand that they would not be able 
to see it, and it should be noted that t hey were not in position 
to calculate the extent or place of visibility of a solar eclipse. 
It is thus doubtful whether they understood the nature of an 
eclipse. They were, however, able to compute the positions of 
the celestial' bodies years in advance, especially those of the 
planets, giving dates and longitudes. 

Of the instruments used in these observations, on which 
these remarkable calculations were based, we know nothing; 
but, however crude they were, it is quite evident that the Baby
lonians were the founders of astronomy and meteorology, and 
their amazingly industrious and discerning labors are not only 
of the highest interest in the history of civilization, but they 
are even of value to modern astronomy in the study of the moon. 

It was into a world of researches and of astronomical knowl
edge such as we have suggested, that Greek travelers like Hero
dotus penetrated when they visited the east end of the Mediter
ranean, and especially if they went as far as Babylon itself. 
That the Greeks learned their astronomy in the beginning from 
the Babylonians there is no longer the slightest doubt. Even 
the name of the Babylonian 'observer and astronomer, from 
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whose work the Greeks drew, has in one case been identified. 
A cuneiform tablet of moon data signed by the Babylonian 
astronomer Kidinnu is the work of him whom Strabo quotes as 
Kidenas and Pliny as Cidenas. 30 

Next to science and religion and intimately involved in the 
latter, the most powerful influence from the Orient has been 
the ancient tradition of the state and the place of the ruler 
and the god in it. It is of especial interest to note this fact now 
at one of the greatest moments in the history of man, when the 
last surviving traces of the Oriental conception of the ruler and 
the state have suffered destruction.31 

30 Bezold, "Astronomie, Himmelsschau und Astrallehre bei den Baby
loniern," Sitzungsber. d. Heidelberget· Akad. d. Wissensch., Phil.-hist. 
Kla sse , 1911, 2. Abhandlung, p. 16, quoting from Schiaparelli; Cumont, 
"Florilegium de Vogue," pp. 159ft'; and Neue Jahrb. f. d. klass. Alt., 
1911, XXVII., p . 8; and Kugler, BE. 122. A large mass of quotations 
from the cuneiform originals has been identified by Bezold and Boll in the 
astrological treatises of the Greeks (Sitzungsber. der Heidelberger Akad. 
d. Wiss., Phil.-histor. Klasse, 1911, 7. Abhandl.: Reflexe astrologischer 
Keilinschriften bei griechischen Schriftstellern). 

:n The following parag ra phs to the end are adapted from the author's 
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On one of the early Sumerian monuments of Babylonia 
(Fig. 129), we see the god of the Sumerian city-kingdom of 
Lagash bearing in his mighty grasp the heraldic symbol of the 
state, surmounted by the eagle which was yet to cross lands and 
seas to become the American eagle: yonder the symbol of an 
Oriental autocracy, here that of a liberty-loving Western democ
racy. This scene, in the transparent symbolism of the Orient, 
epitomizes the early Oriental polity, picturing to us the victori
ous state upheld in the guiding and protecting hand of the god 
who was its head. Now this is of course a purely ideal scene
one that never existed except in sculpture. 

It was possible, however, to express the same relationship 
between the god and the state in an actual scene, by employing 
a symbol of the god instead of a symbol of the state, and by 
putting this symbol of the god into the hands of a human repre
sentative of the state. By so doing the Oriental believed without 
qualification that he was thus introducing the potent presence of 
the god into earthly scenes and making him effective in earthly 
crises. In sculptured representations of the battle array, we 
find the Egyptians mounting a symbol of their god Amon in a 
chariot and driving with it into the midst of the fray (Fig. 

F IG. 130. S;Y)'[BOI. 01,' TeE GREAT GOD OF' T J-!1<; ri~GYl)rl'IAN I~~n'l1u~ A:;o.,fOX :r.:[OU ~'l'ED IX A 

CHARIO'l' j{~ADY TO BE CAUHIED l.:'\'IO RATTLl·l LIKE .\ ~10DER~ FLAG . 

discussion: " The Eastern Mediterranean and Early Civilization in Europe," 
Annual Report, Am. Rist. Assn ., 1914, pp. 103ft'. 
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130), believing that the god was thus actually present and 
assisting in the conflict. We recall the similar use of the sacred 
ark of the Hebrews, which they sent into battle against the 
Philistines. The Assyrian sculptures exhibit the same custom 
(Fig. 131) . When in camp the Assyrians housed their battle 
symbols of the god in a tent shrine, where the chariot bearing 
them stands in one corner, and priests minister to them as to 
the god of the state whose visible presence makes victory cer
tain (Fig. 132). Such a custom was purely Oriental. The 
eagle standard of Jupiter Optimus borne at the head of the 
Roman legion can hardly have had any other origin. 

Similarly we remember how Constantine later, thinking to 
honor the newly triumphant Christian faith, made a battle 
standard bearing a symbol of the Christ at the top, and t his 
standard led the troops into battle. He too had a portable tent 
shrine for this standard, with daily ministrants attending upon 
it. Was it merely an accident that that Emperor who in the 
present war thought to possess Constantine's city and conquer 
the East in whose lore he was steeped-was it merely an acci
dent that this Emperor continually reminded his troops that 
the power of divinity went with them in every battle? 

This visible leadership of the god in the crisis of battle in 
the ancient Orient, was but one function in his guidance of the 
Oriental state. For the god was the source of the king's legal 
authority as the head of the state, and I know of no monument 
of the early East which so f orcibly pictures this concept of the 
state as the sculpture surmounting the shaft which bears the 
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laws of Hammurapi (Fig. 133). In this noble relief scene the 
Babylonian king at the left is depicted receiving from the god 
enthroned at the right the great code of laws which is engraved 
in thirty-six hundred lines around the shaft supporting this 
r elief. The king thus receiving the law f rom the god enters 
into an intimate coalition, which makes the sovereign the in
fallible r epresentative of the god, a representative whom no 
mortal would venture to challenge. 

We have here a state which is a divine institution admin
istered by a ruler who is the recognized agent of divinity. Of 
the Holy Roman Empire, in his volume on that subject, Lord 
Bryce remarks: "in order t o make clear out of what elements 
the imperial system was fo rmed we might be required . . . to 
travel back to that Jewish theocratic polity, whose influence on 
the minds of the medieval priesthood was necessarily so pro
found" (3d ed., p. 3). Had this distinguished historian's 
studies carried him back into the remoter reaches of the ancient 
Orient he would of course have recognized at once that what he 
calls "Jewish theocratic polity" was in fact only a very late 
manifestation of a conception of the state already wide-spread 
in the early East thousands of years before the Hebrew theo
cratic monarchy arose. 

F I G. 132. FIELD SH RI~E Oli' THE P OHTABLE BATTLE EMHLliJ)I OIl' AsseR, WITH PIUESTS 

MI1\ I STERI?\G BEFOUE IT .AS T O t~'HE GOD HI ) I SELF. 

VOL. X.-18. 
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THE SUN~GOD. (21st century n.c.) The kiug is at the left shrouded in a long gar~ 
mcnt. 'rhe god at the right is enthroned on a mount as suggested by the stones 
under his throne. The fInme emblems rising from his shoulders show his character 
us a solar deity. The relief surmounts the shaft which bears his great code 
(Fig. 108). 

Men who believed in such a state accepted absolute mon
archy as a matter of course, and never raised the question or 
entered upon a discussion of the proper form of state. We can 
not here follow the course of this conception of the state as 
along with many other elements of the great fabric of Oriental 
civilization it entered Europe in the train of Alexander's con
quests and, passing through the Oriental despotism of the By
zantine emperors, infected all Europe with the doctrine of the 
divine right of kings. In the person of the ablest and the most 
guilty of the fallen European sovereigns, a ruler who persist
ently proclaimed his belief in his own divine right-in the per
son of this ruler we of this generation have been watching the 
final and complete destruction of an ancient Oriental concept 
of the state and the sovereign. 

But this hoary Oriental concept of the state, although much 
modified by democratic tendencies, did not stop on the other 
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side of the Atlantic. Its influence was still felt in the New Eng
land town-meeting, which was as much a meeting of the church 
as it was of the town; and our pilgrim forefathers little dreamed 
that in the distant vista behind the venerable figure of Moses 
dominating their assemblies, there loomed the remote and 
colossal shadows of Cheops and of Hammurapi. 

The reader will have discerned that the culture forces 
issuing from the birth-lands of civilization, which we have 
termed the Egypto-Babylonian group, have continued their 
profound influence on Western life, even down into our own day 
-a fact which is especially evident in the great historical reli
gions, Judaism and Christianity. The particular purpose of 
these lectures, however, has been to reach much further back 
than is done by the historian, and in so far as such a slender 
sketch would permit, to marshal some of the more graphic and 
outstanding evidences which permit us to trace the rising life 
of man from the cave hunters of France and Spain in the Paleo
lithic Age, some ten or twelve thousand years ago, to the emerg
ence of great civilized societies in the Near Orient, and the 
transmission. of civilizatlOn from such communities to the 
shores of Europe beginning five thousand years ago. Even 
before the civilization of the Near East had been made possible 
by the development of writing and metallurgy, Europe had re
ceived cattle and grain from the Orient, as indispensable pre
liminaries to civilization (Fig. 134, first bracket). After the 
first transition of civilization from the Nile valley to south
eastern Europe (Fig. 134, second bracket), the destructive 
invasion of the early Greek barbarians crushed the earliest civ
ilization of Europe so that not even writing survived. The devel
opment of the Greeks was therefore accompanied by a second 
transition of civilization from the Orient to Europe, this tinl€ 

FIG. 134. DIAGRAM YrSFALIZIXG 'l'TH: HIfm OF CIVILIZATION IN THE OrumNT AND ITS 

TRANSI'l'O)\ TIlEKCIG '1'0 EGHOPI;},. 
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from the entire Egypto-Babylonian group (Fig. 134, third 
bracket). But Hellenic genius never permitted the Greeks to 
remain merely passive recipients of culture from without. 
Building on foundations largely Oriental, they erected a splendid 
structure of civilization which nobly expressed their marvelous 
gifts, and brought them an unchallenged supremacy which was 
already evident in the sixth century B.C. The leadership in 
civili~ation then passed finally and definitely from the Orient to 
Greece. In recognizing this fact we have reached the culmina
tion of that vast synthesis which we are the first generation of 
men to be able to make-a synthesis which enables us to trace 
the developing life of man from a creature but little superior to 
the simians, through unnumbered ages of struggle and advance, 
leading us from the cave savages of southern France through 
the conquest of civilization in the Orient, its transition to 
Europe, and thus through the supreme achievements of Greek 
genius, to the highly developed life of man at the present day. 


